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, yOREWORD

In this report the activities of the Nuclear Physics

Division ot the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre are briefly

summarised for the period January to December 1992. The

experimental nuclear physics research activities of the

scientists of the Division are centered around the 14 UP

Pelletron accelerator which is a Joint facility of the Bhabha

Atomic Research Centre and the Tata Institute of Fundamental

Research. The staff of the Division play a major role in the

operation and maintenance of this accelerator located at TIFK

Colaba. Instrumentation development for the research

utilisation of the accelerator as well as the accelerator •

development activities connected with the Superconducting Linac

booster are also included in this report.

The theoretical nuclear physics activities in the

intermediate energies form a significant part of the research

activities and these are also included in the report.

The research output in the field of study of the heavy

ion reactions involving elastic scattering, transfer reactions,

fission phenomena and heavy ion resonances leading to highly

deformed nuclear shapes have led to several publications in

national and international Journals during the year and a list

of these is also included at the end of the report.

Bombay M.A. Bswaran

July 8, 1993 Head, Nuclear Physics Dlvission
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ELASTIC SCATTERING OF *aC ON 11SIN AT 84 MEV

B.J.Roy , M.G.Betigeri , E. Shallom , M.C.Jain* and
M.L.Jhingan" T.I.F.R, Bombay-400 005

Differential crosssectian for the elastic scattering
of 13C on """in <*taln~ 95.7 / ) been measured for the at
an incident energy of 84 MeV. The natural Indium target
was a self supporting film of 220/w.gm/cm thickness as
determined by the alpha energy loss method. The
measurements were done in the angular range of 20 deg. to
70 deg. in steps of 2.S deg using two Silicon surface
barrier detectors (300 micron thick). The detectors
subtended a solid angle of 0.59mSr each. An overall
resolution of 400 keV was obtained for the elastic peak.
It is therefore not possible to resolve the first excited
state at 315 keV in In and the elastic yield includes
the yield for inelastic excitation as well.

The angular distribution of the absolute
differential crosas section is fitted with calculations
based on Optical model using the computer code
SNOOPYBQ1' in which Woods-Saxon form for both the real and
imaginary parts of the nuclear potential is assumed. The
Coulomb interaction is for two uniformly charged spheres
that touch at the Coulomb radius Re . The starting
parameters of Optical potentials(set 1 in table I> *rs the
parameter* used in the analysis of the elastic data for
*aC+2""Pb (ref.2>. A search was made on the parameters V
and W, the depth of real and absorptive potentials and
»m and a4 the diffuseness of the real and absorptive
potentials resulted in the best fit parameters and are
listed in set 2 in table I. The ratio of „,/ n u <^ ••

 a

function of scattering angle ^ together with the optical
model calculations are shown in fig. 1 .The measured data
is typical of characteristic Fresnel scattering with a
monotonic (almost exponential)decrease in the region >
a,_. Similar results were found for daepar potential e.g.
potential set 3 of table Ijthe results for the elastic
scattering mrm indistinguishable from potential 2 - a
reflection of Igo ambiguity. The transmission coefficient
attains a value of 0.5 for 1 r -45 h corresponding to a
grazing angle of •*40deg.Tne analysis yields a total
reaction cross-section of 1.95barn. The potential families
determined in the present experiment have been used in the
DWBA analysis of the single proton transfer reaction3



References

DP.Schwandt « IUCF Report no.B4-X (1984)
2)J .L .C. Ford et al% Phys.Rev. CUB <1974) 1429
3)B.J.Roy et al | Nucl.Phys.5ymp.24J>( 1991) 139

Table I . Optical Potentials for 13eC+ l le*In at 84 Mev

Potential V r a W r
set (Mev) dm) (fm) (Mev) <fnt>

r
(fm)

1. 40 1.31 0.45 15 1.31 0.45 1.3

2. 62.09 1.31 0.452 18.63 1.31 0.446 1.3

3. 150.46 1.055 0.689 216.32 1.067 0.672 1.3
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STUDY OF THE REACTION ""1In«"C,I1B)""Sn.

B.J.Roy,M.G.Betlgeri,H.C.Jain" and M.L.Jhingan'i

Reaction mechanisms like multinucleon evaporation
from a fused system on one hand C13 to direct transfer of
nucleons on the other C23 aria invoked to explain a variety
of multinucleon transfer data observed in a typical heavy
ion induced reaction. Multi-proton transfer reactions on
*'"in have been studied to understand the role of particle
transfer in the dissipation mechanism. The present study
reports on the most dominant channel namely,single proton
transfer reaction ' J"ln( 1=C, * *B>' lftSn at Elric«84 M»V>2

Reaction products resulting from bombardment of i"£C
ions on 220 jn gin/cm*' thick Self supporting natural Indium
itimlN = 95.7 '/. ) were collected by three Surface barrimr
Silicon detectors telescopes £.E<15-30 microns)- E<300
microns). Cross sections were normalised by a monitor
detector placed at IS ".

A fast - slow coincidence set up was employed to
achieve mass and charge seperation of the reaction
products(Fig.1). The ' B group projected on to E+ E axis
after putting a banana gate is shown in figure 2. Clear
transitions to the ground state and the first excited
state can be identified albeit their low crosssection and
corresponds mostly to the filling of the last hole in
lg.,,2 shell. The peak corresponding to transition to 2.36
MeV < 4*> is broad indicating a probable overlcp with the
**B excited state at 2.11 MeV.From about 3MeV there is a
rise in the crosssection due to kinematic effects, Riding
on the rise one can clearly discern peaks corresponding to
4.2,5.5,6.35 and 7.6 MeV excitation in ll"Sn. The peaks at
6.35 and 7.6 MeV may be attributed to the 4.2 and 5.5 MeV
groups riding on " B first excited state at 2.11 MeV. Thus
the detailed analysis of the experiment is concerned with
the understanding of these two structures.

The levels in " 6Sn and the spectroscopic factors
have been reported in the 11<sIn<^He,d> reaction C33. At
each of these energy positions,a Gaussian of width 500 keV
and cross-section magnitude * <2j+i)C"iS<d«"/diL)l ol_ was
fitted to obtain a spectrum with a resolution of 500~keV.
It shows two bumps around 4.2 and 5.5 MeV corresponding to
the <p-h) states of <!«.,,»"» lQ,,»> •"«* «B,, a"i
lhl>/a) configurations. Realistic shell model calculations
C43 predict the centroids for the two configurations to be



separated by about 1 MeV although the strength Is split
over several states. One may* there-fore,be reasonably sure
that the peaks in the energy spectrum (Fig.2) mrm indeed
the p-h configurations referred to in the above.

The angular distributions of the absolute
crosssections for the two groups at 4.2 and S.S MeV
excitation ar^ shown in Figs.3 and 4 along with the finite
range DWBA calculations using the code LOLA C53. Optical
model potentials obtained from fitting the elastic
scattering data has been used for both the entrance and
exit channels to calculate the distorted waves.Bound sta'ce
wave functions were calculated for the proton before and
after the transfer in a Mood Saxon well with parameters rm
"1.25 fm, *o= 0.65 fm. The depth of the well was adjusted
to reproduce the correct separation energy in 'aC and
lle>Sn.The Coulomb radius parameter was taken as roe»1.3 fm*

The ratio of the experimental to calculated cross
sections yield for the so called Normalisation Constant No.
A value of Na»0.1 in respect of g.s., 4.2 MeV and 5.5 MeV
transitions in obtained. It is well known that the value
of the No is sensitive to the bound state parameters.
Hence, while the precise value of No is not important, the
consistency of the value suggests that the finite range
DWBA theory seems adequate to explain the the most
dominant channel,namely, proton transfer reaction.

* Tata Institute of Fundamental Research ,Bombay-400 005

References:,

1 > J.S.Karp et alj Phy5.R&V.C25,1838(1982)
2 > C.Y.Wu et al; Annu.Rev.Nucl.Part.Sci.40,285(1990)
3 > S.Y.Van der Werf et al ; Phys.Lett.166B,372(19B6)
4 ) M.Waroquier et alj Phys.Rep.148(1987)250
5 ) R.M.De vries; Phys.Rev.C8,951(1973)
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STUDY OF MULTINUCLEON TRANSFER IN *"vr"In<**C,X)

B.J.Roy,M.G.Betigeri,E.Shallom,H.C.Jain" and M.L.Jhingan"

In order to understand the mechanism of dissipation
of energy and angular momentum brought in in a heavy
ion-nucleus collision,the multinucleon transfer reactions
have been investigated by bombarding 220 gm/cm' thick
txt*ln with B4 MeV '"C beams obtained from MUD BARC-T1FR
Pelletron accelerator. A solid state counter telescope

^E(30 microns)-E ( 500 microns) was used to determine the
energy, mass and charge of the light ejectiles for each
•xit channel of the reaction.ih* ̂ E and E signals were
added after proper gain matching to improve the energy
resolution.Energy resolution(FWHM)of 500 keV for the
summed energy was obtained . A two dimensional spectrum of
E vs.E at 5(3 deg.is shown in fig. t. It was possible to
seperate isotopes from ''Li to *'C, allowing projection af
each group on to the energy axis. The double differential
absolute cross-section <d~ /d dE*) vs. excitation energy
for all the transfer channel observed here is shown in
fig. 2. The distribution is in general broad, peaking at
some optimum excitation energy depending on the channel
Q-opt. The plot of measured values of (d"/dr)tr/Id'/d-i)^
for various channels as function of overlap parameter de
is shown in fig.3. In the lp stripping (''C,'JB) channel
we observed1' single particle states in the final nucleus
ll*Sn - an evidence of direct transfer of a single
nucleon. Me have concentrated on the two proton transfer
channel - to look for a direct one step pair transfer. The
transfer function Ptr, defined as"'

Ptr.(2p) = <(d
r/d )S;M /(d /d J^HMl/FfQ.D)

has been obtained. Theoretical calculations based on
semiclassica) model lor extracting F(Q,L>- the dynamical
matching factor, have been performed. Detailed
calculations are in progress.

* Tata Institute of Fundamental Research,Bombay - 400 005

References:

1>B. J.Roy et e.1 ; DAE Nucl .Phys.Symp,3SBU7?2>2&{9
2)B.J.Roy et al {Accepted for publication in Nucl.Phys.
3>C.Y.Wu et al ; Ann.Rev.Nut; 1 .& Part.Sci.40<1990>285
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TRANSFER REACTIONS AND TRANSFER INDUCED FISSION

STUDIES AT NEAR BARRIER ENERGIES

D.C. Biswas, L.M. Pant, B.V. Dinesh, B.K. Nayak, A. Chatterje«,

D.M. Nadkarni and K.K. Choudhury

Nuclear Physics Division, B.A.R.C. Bombay-400085

and

R.K. Yadav and V.S. Ramamurthy

Institute of Physics, Bhubaneswar-751005

In heavy ion reactions at near barrier energies, there ia a

strong coupling of inelastic and transfer channels to the fusion

reactions1 > . For a detailed understanding of the heavy ion reac-

tion dynamics, it is of interest to study sinultaneoully the

various channels at different bombarding energies. For heavy tar-

gets, fission is one ot the dominant decay modes following

nucleon transfer and transfer induced fission can compete

favourably with compound nuclear fission at sub-barrier

energies2> . We have carried out detailed measurements of the fu-

sion and transfer reactions in many heavy ion systems. In this

present write up we report the results obtained in transfer reao-

tion studies using 1 80 and i;!0 projectiles incident on Th and Np

targets.

{1) Angular Distributions of Transfer Products:

We have studied the angular distributions in the transfer

channels for i2C+232Th system at 82.2, 79.1 and 75 MeV and

16 0+2 3̂ 'fh system at 94.3 and 86.2 Mev. The experiment was carried

out using i2C beam (El ab=83,80,76MeV) and 16O beam (Eiat>= 96,88

I^V). A self supporting' Th target of 1.8 rag/cmZ thickness was

used and the yields of various projectile-like particles were

measured by using a Efaa-Esa detector telescope. Another similar

tele cope was used to measure the fission fragments at fixed

ungle(90 deg) for normalisation purpose. Fig. 1 shows dC/dii values
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for different reaction channels obtained after normilasing th«

cross-section with cross sections of elastic scattering event*

at forward angles. It is seen that for i2C+232Th system the an-

gular distribution is nearly bell shaped and it becomes broader

and slightly forward peaked with increasing nucleon transfer. As

the beam energy approaches the barrier energy the Be cross seo-

tion is found to be more than that of B channel. For i«0+332in

system the yield of (*BO,N) is always larger than (*80,C) reac-

tion channel at all the bombarding energies measured in this

work. The difference in the behaviour of the yields of transfer

channels for AZ=1 and AZ=2 for the l*C and 1 80 projectiles may

be connected to the entrance channel dynamics in the two reac-

tions.

(2) Transfer Induced Fission:

We have studied the transfer induced fission for

i2C+23 2Th,2 37Np systems at 82.2 MeV by carrying out particle

fragment correlation measurements . The projectile-like particles

were measured by a AE-E telescope and the fission fragments were

measured using aAEeas-Egas ionisation chamber telescope of large

solid angle(~70 mSr) and having an opening angle of 30 de-

grees. The transfer fission probablities were determined in

i2c+232Th,237Np reactions for fission fragments measured at 90±15

deg in coincidence with transfer particles emitted at angles in

the range of 60 to 90 deg. Fig.2 shows the variation of (dfff/dil)

with the angle of emission of different transfer particles.The

transfer fission probablity as obtained by comparing the coin-

cidence to singles transfer product yields was found to increase

with increasing deflection angle of the transfer particles and is

large for (i2C,Be) as compared to (i2C,B) induced fission. It was

also seen that the transfer probablity for i2C+237Np system is

about two to four times higher as compared to the i2C+232Th Bys-

tem. These results can be correlated with the energy transfer and

fission barrier of the fissioning nuclei in various transfer

channels.

The angular distribution of fission fragments in transfer
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induced fission were determined in a separate experiment where

the transfer praticles were detected at a fixed angle of 70 deg

and fission fragments were measured at laboratory angles of

90,120 and 145 degrees. Fig.3 shows the relative yield of fission

fragments [W(0)] measured at these angles. The anlsotropy for

02C,Be) fission is much larger than that for the case of (12C,B)

induced fission. These data on the dependence of in-plane

anisotropy with mass transfer will be useful to understand the

energy dissipation and angular momentum transfer in heavy ion in-

duced fission.

Reference:

(1) C. II. Dasso et al Phys. Rev. C27 (1983) 2433.

U!) J.P. Lestone et al Nucl. Phys. A509 (1990) 178.
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ENTRANCE CHANNEL DEPENDENCE OF THE FUSION-FISSION TIME-

SCALES IN HEAVY-ION REACTIONS FROM PRE-SCISSION NEUTRON

MULTIPLICITIES

A.Saxena,A.ChatterJ ee,R.K.Choudhury,

S.S.Kapoor and D.M.Nadkarni

Nuclear Physics Division, B.A.R.C, Bomabay 400085

Pre-scission neutron multiplicities in heavy-ion fusion-

fission reactions have been used as a 'clock' (in the time-

scale of 10-zi -10-2®s) to probe the dynamics of the fusion-

fission process1. It has been inferred from these ccudies

that the fission time-scales are much larger than that ex-

pected on the basis of the statistical model. There are

several theoretical models which attribute the fission delay

to be due to (i) the transient delay in passing through fis-

sion saddle point and to (ii) the saddle to scission delay.

There has been so far no attempts to investigate the delay

during the formation phase of the compound nucleus. In the

present work, we have carried out neutron multiplicity

measurements in i iB+237Np,n B+232Th,*2C+232Th and iso+23ZTh

reactions to determine the fusion-fission delay in these

systems and to look for entrance channel effects in tha

fusion-fission time-scales. These systems lie on either 3ide

of Businaro-Gallone critical mass asymmetry2 and therefore

can be sensitive to change in the fusion-fission dynamics

around this mass asymmetry. The details of this experiment

have already been discussed earlier'. The measured total

neutron multiplicities Mnt°t at different excitation

energies are shown in fig. 1 for various target projectile

systems. It is seen that, as expected, Mntot for I2C +

232Th, having smaller fissility, is smaller than for

ieo+232Th and HB+2»*Np systems at any given excitation

energy. Fig. 2 shows the variation of the measured
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with excitation energy for different systems. The results

for the *eo+232Th and "B+»'Np systems leading to the same

compound nucleus have been compared. It is seen that

ieo+2*2Th system gives larger pre-scission neutron multi-

plicity as compared to the UB+2 37NP system at any given ex-

citation energy. The results of statistical model calcula-

tions for MnPf" are also shown in the figure. It is observed

that considerable number of excess neutrons have been

emitted in all the cases. The excess neutrons as determined

from the difference between the measurement and calculation

were used to derive the fusion-fission . delays. Dsing the

level density parameter an=A/10, and af/an=1.0, the fusion-

fission delays were found to be 50+5x10-21s, 35+5x10-21 s,

30+4 x 10-215 and 17+3 x 10-21 s for i8O+232Th, HB+237Np,

i2C+232Th and H B + 2 32Th systems respectively. Out of these

systems, ieo+232Th and HB+2 37NP correspond to the same com-

pound nucleus and it is seen that the fusion-fission delay

for ieo+232Th reaction is larger than that for the nB+237Np

reaction. One can conclude from this analysis that systems

with entrance channel mass asymmetry more than Businaro-

Gallone critical mass asymmetry have less fusion-fission

delay as compared to systems having mass asymmetry smaller

than critical mass asymmetry. The fusion-fission delay is

40% more for the later as compared to the former case

presumably resulting from the difference in the formation

time of the compound nucleus in the two cases.

REFERENCES:

1. D.J.Hinde et al., Phys. Rev. £15, 1229 (1992);S.S.Kapoor,

in Proc. of Consultant Meeting on Physics of Neutron

Emission in Fission, Mito City, Japan, May, 1988,

INDC(NDS) 222 (1989)p221

2. K.T.R. Davies and A.J.Sierk, Phys. Rev. £21, 915 (1985);

V.S.Ramamurthy et al., Phys. Rev. Lett ££, 25 (1990)

3. A.Saxena nt al. Annual Report (1991)
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NEW FEATURES IN THE SYSTEMATICS OF FUSION-FISSION TIME-

SCALES

A.Saxena, R.K.Choudhury, S.S.Kapoor and D.M.Nadkarni

Nuclear Physics Division, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,

Bombay -400 085, India

In recent years, there have been numerous measurements

to study average pre-acission neutron multiplicities, MnP*»,

over 8 range of bombarding energies and compound nuclear

massed-•. These measurements have provided a way to study

the dynamical times in fusion-fission reactions. There are

three different processes which can contribute to the total

fusion-fission time delay: (1) the time required for the

fission width to rise to its final quasi-stationary value

called transient delay, "*"tr, (2) the saddle-to-scission

transition time "̂  » , (3) the time ^fo required for the

composite system to evolve to fully equilibrated compound

nucleus. In the present work, we have carried out a global

analysis of the available data in the literature for com-

pound nuclei with fissility parameter x > 0.7 using a single

set of statistical model parameters and show that the in-

dividual time delays ^tr , *^B» and"^fo contributing to the

excess neutrons from different stages of the fusion-fission

process can be disentangled.

The average pre-scission neutron multiplicities ex-

pected on the basis of the statistical model ware calculated

for all systems with the level density parameters an = A/10

MeV-i and at/an = 1.0,'where at and an are the level density

parameters corresponding to the saddle point and ground

state configurations respectively. The excess number of Pre-

soission neutrons were converted into fission delay U n i o n

using the neutron decay width calculated from the statisti-

cal model. The values of total fission delay ^finion are

plotted in fig. 1 as a function of Be/T for all the systems.
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As different systems correspond to diffrent fiasility and

mass asymmetry tt , the scatter in the overall data in the

figure shows that (inion also has a dependence on fis-

sility and entrance channel mass asymmetry. One can,

however, notice in the figure a systematic dependence of

fiavion on Bf/T for a given target-projectile system. The

total fission delay can be considered as a sum of three

terms *•
Tfiitton = Ttr + r»« + Tfo (1)

The transient delay for overdamped motion can be

expressed as?
rtr = _£ln(10Bf /T) (2)

where fiis the reduced dissipation coefficient and^i is the

curvature of the potential energy configuration correspond-

ing to the ground state minimum of the fissioning nucleus.

We can parameter!se the above fusion-fission delay ~fi»«ior»

Kith the expression
T»iifioi) = a T In (10 Bf/T) + k(x,«<) (3)

assuming A to be proportional to T. The first term cor-

responds to the time taken in transient delay and the second

term k(x, e(.) corresponds to the sum of the formation time

and saddle-to-scission transition time. The fits to the data

on ""innon wiyh eq. (3) are shown by dashed lines in fig.

1. From these smooth fits it is now possible to deduce

values of u n i o n for various systems at a fixed value of

Bf/T. The deduced values of Cfif«ion corresponding to a

typical case of Bf/T = 1.0 for the various systems have been

plotted against the fissility parameter, x in figure 2(a).

It is seen from the figure that the fission delay, in

general, increases with x, which is expected due to the in-

orease in »• with fissility. It is also interesting to

note that the data points have got bunched broadly into two

groups corresponding to composite systems with entrance

channel mass asymmetrye< < °*BG and <X> °t»o . It is dear that

this bunching of the data into two groups arises due to the
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behaviour of k(x,s) with respect to the mass asymmetry «<. In

order to see this more explicitly, we have deduced the

values of fission from the fits of fig. 1 corresponding to

Bf/T = 0.1. In this case, the first term in eq. (3) vanishes

and the fi»»ion, then corresponds to k(x,<*) alone, which is

the sum of ae and^fo. Fig. 2(b) shows the value of ( tes +

fo) thus deduced as a function of x. As expected, the data

are clearly seen to be bunched into two separate groups cor-

responding to6* < **BG and <*• > °^G and for each case ^ » +

Cfo increases with x. Fig. 2(b) also brings out two other im-

portant features. For systems with * > °^BG where the forma-

tion time of the compound nucleus *̂ fo is expected to be

small, it may be reasonable to assign the deduced delay en-

tirely to **»« which is found to vary from 5 x 10-21 s to 30

x 10-̂ 1 s in the present fissility range. Based on the same

reasoning, the difference in the delay for the two groups

can be ascribed to Teo for systems with *< °* BQ which is

found to be about 10-15 x 10-2I s. The difference of the

delays plotted in figs 2(a) and 2(b) correspond to the

values of transient delay ̂ tr and are shown in fig. 2(c).

It is seen that **-tr lies in the range of 5 to 10 x 10-21 s

for the various systems.

We have also analysed the data in fig. 1 assuming a to

be independent of temperature and did not find any sig-

nificant change in quality of fits from that shown in fig.

1. It is found that reasonably good fits for the entire set

of data are obtained with ft - 7 x 1021 3-1 , assuming a value

of^i = 1 x 10-zi s. The transient delay, deduced for Bt/T

= 1.0, i3 found to be 8.1 x 10"21 s and the features seen in

the fusion-fission delay as a function of fissility and mass

asymmetry remain unchanged.
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2. J.O. Newton et al., Nucl. Phys. A4£S. 126 (1988)
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PRE-FISSION CHARGED PARTICLE MULTIPLICITIES
IN

A-Chatterjee, S.Kailas, P.Singh, A.Naviu, S.S.Kerekatte,
D.C.Biswas, A.NyaRure, B.V.John, A.Karaite* and S.S.K&poor

Measurements of pre fission neutron nitiltiplicitie3(i-p,,) in heavy ion induced te-
actions carried out over several yean1 have indicated that the standard saddle point,
statistical mode] is an iaadeqnate description cf the fission process. In partiealsj it
has been demonstrated that the measurement of upt. is a sensitive method of probing
the dynamics of fission. The results of the f j ^ raensmeiaetits are considerably larger
than the predictions of the etatiatk&l model and these have been interpreted to imply
oveidamped motion of the nuclear fluid with large fission dynamical times ()30xlO~3is).

The importance of measuring pre-fission proton (n>«) *nd alpha (apr«) multiplicities
was pointed out by Lanza and WiedenmuUer2. These experiments are more involved. In
contrast to »v«, the charged particle multiplicities are email (0.01-0.1), charged particle
emission being inhibited by the Coulomb barrier. Further, interpretation of the data to
obtain lifetimes involves more uncertainties.

Recent measurements of zfrtt a y , in the literature have reported widely differing
results for fission lifetimes. The raeasurejccsitB of Lestone et al3 for "Si-f ia4-ieT'1TOPb
were explained by including & pre-saddic delay ts-10xl0~21e combined with a post-
saddle delay of t,lc— 60xl0~Ms. The results of Ikeaoe et al4 for several systems were
reproduced with no fiseioD delay, but lowered Ccnr'orab barriers. In both cases the re-
Milts are not completely consistent with those from the vfrt measurements which can
ht explained only with tj )30xl0~31s.

We have earlier measured the charged particle multiplicities for l sF+ i a iTa at HOMeV.
In the present work we have measured the pre-fiasion proton and alpha particle mnlti
plkities in the " F + ^ T h system at 104, 110, HSMeV and lUMeV.
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The measurements were made in the liu diameter scattering chamber in the 0* line.
Targets were ~2mg/cm3 thick lolled foils of Th. Two Nal detectors (4Smm dia) were
employed to detect charged particles nsing pulse-shape discrimination to separate pro-
tons, alphas and gamma rays. The detectors were covered with Ta foils (s:40nig/cm3

thick) to stop elastically scattered particles. A large position sensitive AE-E gas ionixa-
tlon chamber covering the angular range from 115* to 145* was used to detect the fission
fragments. The Nal detectors were calibrated using recoil protons in the reaction of 18F
with a mylar target and by means of a Th-alpha source. The gas detector being located
at a backward angle, the contamination of the fission spectra by beam-like particles was
reduced and could be completely separated in the AE-E plot.

By gating the data in three angular ranges in combination with the two charged
particle detectors, coincidence particle Bpectra were generated at six fission-particle cor-
relation angles. The kinematic correlation of the post-fission emission with the fragment
duection together with the higher centre of mass energies for the pre-fission emission
allowed a separation of these two components. The charged particle spectra were fitted
with a three source model with emission from the compound nucleus and the two frag-
ments. The emission was assumed to be isotropic in the source frame and a constant
temperature level density expression was used for the fits. The pre-fiBsion yields were
normalized to the singles fission yields in the gaa ionization detector in order to obtain
multiplicities.

The present *>„ and cty,t data together with JVe for the same system1 are shown
in the figure, along with the predictions of the statistical model code PACES (with
Sv^A/lO MeV"1, a//V=1.0). The deviations of v^e with respect to the calculations
have earlier been interpreted* as a delay in the fission process with time scale c^SxlO-^s.
The present results for wpre and afre indicate stronger deviations and have to be under-
stood in terms of much larger delays (s^OxKT^s) and are therefore not in agreement
with the existing measurements. We have however not yet investigated the effect of
lowering the emission barriers for charged particles.

'DAE Fellow, Bombay University.
1. J.O.Newton, Pranmna 33(1989)175 and references therein.
2. Lanza and Weicleninuller, Z.Phys A323(1986) 157.
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Fig 1. The •easured values of the «lph« «nd P"»*«"
Multiplicities along with neutron Bultiplicities
fro* Ref 1. the curves are coaputed with the
standard statistical aodel code PACE2.
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FIBSION FRAGMENT ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS FOR THE SYSTEM

A. Karnik*. S. Kailas, A. Chatterjee, P. Singh, A. Navln,

D. C. Biswas, D. M. Nadkarni, S. S. Kapoor

Several explanations have been put forward /I,2/ to

describe the anomalous fission fragment anisotropies observed

in heavy ion induced fission reactions. At above barrier

energies Ramamurthy et al /I/ have demonstrated that as a

result of the presence of pre-equilibrium fission for projec-

tiles heavier than i*C lnteactlng with 8»2Th the fission

fragment anisotropies are anomalous. Vandenbosch /2/ has

argued that at near barrier energies the barrier dependent

effects are also important and can strongly influence the

measured anisotropies. In order to separate these two effects

we have taken for Investigation the system *ZC + «32Th in

which it is already shown that the pre-eguilibrium fission

component is absent.

The experiment was performed using the carbon beam from

the BARC-TIFR pelletron. The measurements were made at lab

energies of 62.7,64.3,65.8.69.9,81.9 MeV using a natural Th

target of 250 ugms/cm*deposited on 600 uems/cm Al. The fis-

sion fragments were detected using a 20 Mm Si detector

(backed by a thick Si detector to veto the elastics) and a

gas plus Si telescope consisting of a common AE (gas) fol-

lowed by 3 E (Si) detectors kept at 9 degrees spacing. The

angular distributions were measured in the angular range 80

to 170 degrees. The cim. angular distributions and cross sec-

tions were obtained by the standard procedure /I/. In fig.l

the anisotropy values measured are plotted as a function of
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bombarding energy. The data measured earlier are also
plotted. The dashed

:this work
'• Previous work (Ief.1).*
S5PM prediction

2.0

A

1.5

i.Q
60

s-

70 BO BO

EUB

Fig.l. Fission fragment anisotropies for the system

line is the calculation based on the saddle point model /3/

starting with the barrier and moment of inertia values from

Sierk/4/ and spin distribution obtained from a Wong model /5/

fit to fission excitation function. It is seen from the

figure that while the calculated values are in good agreement

with the experimental anisotropies at above barrier energies,

they differ significantly from measured data at sub-barrier

energies. This clearly demonstrates the strong influence of
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the barriar on -the rnaasurad aniaetropiea. Howavar, a satis-

factory explanation of the abnormal values of anlsotropies

measured at sub-barrier energies in terms of known models is

not possible at present.

* DAS fellow,Bombay University

/I/ V.S.Ramamurthy et al. Phys.Rev. Lett. 65(1990)26

/2/ R.Vandenbosch 8 th Winter workshop on nuclear

dynamics,Jackson Hole,Wyoming,U.S.A. 1992

/3/ A.J.Sierk Phys.Rev. 033(1986)2039

/4/ C.Y.Wong Phys.Rev.Lett. 31(1973)766
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MASS RESOLVED FRAGMENT ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION IN C + Th

AND O +Th SYSTEMS

Bency V John, Aruna Nijasure and S K Kataria and

S B Manohar, A. Goswami A V R Reddy, B S Tomar and P P Burte

(Radiochemistry Division )

Anisotropy verses mass asymmetry is one of the open

problems in nuclear fission studies. We have measured mass

resolved angular distribution of 12C (84 MeV) + 232Th and 160 (92

MeV) -i- 232irh systems. The measurements were based upon recoil,

catcher technique for collection of fission product followed by

gamma spectrometry assay of fission product activity. The details

of this method has been presented in our earlier studies. The

average value of anisotropy measured for these systems are in

good agreement with past data. The mass distribution of these two

systems have also been measured recently and these are very broad

symmetric peaks with FWHM of around 48 mass units. The average

trends of anisotropy versus mass ratio donot show any dependence

for C + Th systems whereas for 0 + Th systems one sees higher

anisotropy for symmetric mass division as compared to asymmetric

mass division in the present studies.

References:

1 Parker et al Z.Phys. A 336, 411-422 (1990).

2 S B Manohar et al D A E N P symp., 115-116 (1990).
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STUDY OF EVAPORATION SPECTRA OF PROTON AND ALPHA PARTICLES

FROM COMPOUND NUCLEI IN MASS REGION = 110.

Aruna N. , B.V.John, A. Chatterjee, A. Saxena, A. K. Mohanty,

P.Singh, K. Kumar, S. Kailas, S. K. Kataria,.S. S. Kapoor.

It has been reported earlier [1,2] that proton and alpha

spectra evaporated from compound nuclei formed during heavy

ion reactions can be fitted only if evaporation barriers for

these particles are lowered substantially as compared to their

fusion barriers which are used for fitting inverse reaction

cross - sections. In order to study the phenomenon in detail,

we have recorded proton and alpha spectra using Si surface

barrier detectors at various backward angles between 110 to

170 degrees in case of the following reactions:

(70, 85, 103 MeV) 1 9 F + 9 3 Nb > 1 1 2 Sn

(80 MeV) 1 2 C + 8 9 Y > 1 0 1 Rh

The detectors have been calibrated using recoil protons

from a Mylar target as well as alpha particles from a 2 2 9 Th

source. Each spectrum has been normalised using Rutherford

scattering data obtained from a monitor detector placed at a

fixed forward angle. Some of the above data have been repeated

using different detectors and consistency has been confirmed

by comparing means and widths of these spectra. The falling

portion of each centre of mass spectrum is fitted with a Max-

wellian . The temperature T is extracted from from

here and then the whole specrtum is fitted with a function

Thus, we obtain the barrier height V and the parameter w

related to the width of the barrier. Similar treatment is

given to the spectra obtained from the statistical model code

Pace 2. The means , variances, temperatures, barrier heights

and barrier widths obtained from the experimental spectra have

been compared with similar parameters obtained from Pace 2.
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Level density parameter a= A/8 is used in Pace2.

Results:

In case of 1 1 2 Sn, the following results are obtained:

1. Barrier height obtained experimentally matches within + .5

MeV with that obtained from Pace2.

2. The barrier width parameter w is also the same as that ob-

tained from Pace2.

3. the temperatures obtained from the proton spectra match

with the Pace2 output using lavel density parameter A/8.

4. In case of 103 and 85 MeV beam energies, temperatures

obtained from high energy alpha particle spectra match with

those from Pace2. However, lower energy alphas give higher

temperatures as compared to Pace2, indicating a different

level density parameter. In case of 70 MeV beam energies,

alpha particle temperatures match with those from Pace2.

5. The average absolute cross -sections of protons and alphas

match with those from Pace2,

Similar comparison in case of 1 0 1 Rh system gives the

following results:

1. Barrier heights and the widths in case of protons match

with Pace2.

2. Experimental values of barrier heights and widths are

smaller than Pace2 in case of alpha particles.

3. Temperatures in case of protons are slightly heigher than

Pace2, whereas in case of alpha particles, they match with

Pace2.

4. Average proton and alpha cross - sections are in agreement

with Pace2.

Pace2 calculations have been done in order to see the

effect of contamination of the target with Carbon. It is

observed that Carban can affect the spectra only in case of 70

MeV 1 9 F beam. However, in this case our data agree very well

with Pace2, indicating no contamination.

References:

1. J. M. Alexander et al. , Z. Phys. A 305, 313(1982)

2. Moses et al. , 2. Phys. A 320, 229(1985)
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FUSION CROSS-SECTION AND ANGULAR MOMENTUM
IN wF+ i e sHo

A. Navin,S. Kaihs.A. Chatterjee.S.S. Kapoor.A. Karnik'.S.S. Kerekatte,
B.K. Nayak, P. Singh and S. Suryanarayan

The measurements of fusion excitation functions, moments of the angular mo-
mentum distribution and their relationship are important in understanding the
validity of various assumptions in-built in most sub-barrier fusion models [1,2].
For a better understanding of the experimental extraction of the average angular
momentum a comparative study of its derivation by different methods in the same
system is of interest.

We have measured the fusion cross-section and the 7-ray multiplicity in the
1*F-fusHo system. The measurements were made using the 19F beam in the energy
range 74-96 MeV at the Pellet ton accelerator facrlity. Targets (~ 260j«g/cm2) were
made by vacuum evaporation on rolled Al and Pb foils. Measurements for fusion
cross-section and the T-ray multiplicity distribution were done independently. The
measurement for determining the fusion croes-sectioas.w&s done using the 1-metre
diameter scattering chamber with a special housing for a 125cm3 HpGe. Two sur-
face barrier detectors placed symmetrically about the beam were used for absolute
normalization. The total fusion cross-section was obtained from the sum of the
cross-section for the 4n,6n,6n evaporation residue channels. This was obtained
by measuring the yields of the characteristic -y-ravs of the evaporation residues(off
line) with an efficiency calibrated HpGfe. The 7-ray fold distribution was measured
using 2 sets of 7 closely packed hexagonal BGO detectors(3" x 2") placed above
and below a narrow vacuum chamber in coincidence with a HpGc placed in the
horizontal plane . The BGO's covered ca 85% of the geometric solid angle. The
data were unfolded for the detector response. The average multiplicity obtained
was converted into angular momentum, (L) using an available prescription [3].

The measured fusion cross-section and (L) are plotted in the figure. The (L) is
obtained by three methods a)the 7-ray multiplicity, b)from the fusion excitation
function under some simple assumptions [2](Ex"f") and c) using the dependence
of the ratios of the relative cross-sections for the 4n/5n channels on the (L) [4]

t D.A.E Fellow, Bombay Uaivenity
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(E.R ratios) utilising the ctatktkal model code CASCADE [6]. The measured
quantities are compared with the one-dimensiona] barrier penetration model (1-D
BPM) and the simplified coupled channel calculation using the code CCDEF [«]
with a static deformation far both 1VP and 1MHo. The one-dimensional barrier
parameters used were V» = 72.2 MeV, R» = 11.27 fin, bur = 4.92 MeV. Prom the
figure it can be seen that the CCDEF calculation gives a reasonable representation
of the fusion cross-section and the (L) obtained by the three methods used here.

We have also had a preliminary run to measure the quasi-elastic scattering in
the same system. We are planning to measure other reaction channels like transfer
so a* to get a consistent understanding of various process in this system.
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MEASUREMENT OF FUSION CROSS SECTION USINO
ELECTROSTATIC DEFLECTOR #

M.L.Jhingan,H.C.JalntfS.NagaraJ,S.Saha,£.Slngh>

M.O.Betigeri and A.ChatterJee
Jata Inst i tute ofFundamental Research, Bombay 400003

Bhabha Atomic research Centre ,Trombay,Bombay 400083

The recent observation of enhanced
crotcs-sectionc as compared t o those predicted by one
dimensional barrier penetration model near and below
Coulomb barrier has accelerated the Interest in the
influence of nuclear s tructure In the fusion
process. Wie e t al St/ have shown that barrier
distribution can be extracted from the preclson
measurements of fusion excitation functions. This
prompted us t o use an e lec tos ta t l c deflectors'^/ for
measurement of 37C1+ PCo fusion cross - sec t ions in
the energy ranee 91.2 t o 110.0 MeV. A s e t of 8 .
NaKTl) detectors positioned close t o the t a r c e t
Cave the s t a r t signal,while the s top signal was
taken from a surface barrier detector kept a t a
distance of 31 cm from the end of deflector plate a t
6 with respect t o the beam directlon.The NaKTl)
detec tors also record gamma fold distributions from
which averse* camma multiplicity was extracted.

The Cl beam from 14UD pelletron accelerator
a t T.I.F.R. i s bombarded on a se l f supporting 2OO
HC/'cn\ thick Co foil. The beam i s monitored by
detecting Rutherford scatter ing events In a surface
barrier detector placed a t 11 near the target . The
fusion cross sect ion Is given by the expression,

t ac f »c ae f

where <a\ and ©• are fusion and Rutherford

scatter ing cross sect-ions, while Y and Y are

their corresponding yields, e Is the solid angle

subtended by monitor detector as a fraction of 4n.

£{ i s the transmission efficiency of the
deflector system. If £{ remains constant over the
energy region of the measurement and assuming
Rutherford scattering cross sect ion to be Inversely

proportional to E*, the expression for ruslon cross
sect ion may be written *m

The constant C was determined by normalizing our
value with that or Dasgupta e t al / 3 / a t 110 MeV.
Monte Carlo simulation has been performed t o obtain
the transmission efficiency of the deflector system.
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The angular and energy spreads for the calculations
were obtained from the computer code LILITA z'4/'. The
transmission efficiency was found to be constant
within 2 to 3 percent In the energy region of
Interest.

The fusion cross sections obtained In the
present work alone with those from ref S$/ are shown
In fig.l. The cross section values obtained are
found to be lower. This may be due to decrease In
gamma multiplicity with the decrease In energy and
consequently lowering the effective gamma efficiency
of NalCTl) detectors. Ve propose to remove this
uncertainty by using a pulsed beam.

References -
1. J.X. Vie et at Phys.Kev. Lett. 67,3366 <1991>.
2. M.L.Jhlncan et al DAE Symp Nucl.Phy 34B,381C1991>
3. M. Dasgupta et al Pramana 38,291 <1992>.
4. O.Oomez et al ORNL-TM-729SC1981>.
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MEASUREMENT OF NUCLEAR LEVFL DENSITY FROM HIGH ENERGY PROTON
SPECTRA

D.R.Chakrabarty, V.M.Datar, Suresh Kumar, E.T.Mlrgule,
H. H. Oza, U. Pal and N. L. Ragoowansl

Nuclear Physics Division, Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre,Trombay, Bombay-400 085

The study of nuclear level density (NLD) continues to be
asubject of current Interest!1). The only direct measurement
of NLOs Is by the counting of s- and p-wave neutron
resonances. However, this method Is restricted to near stable
nuclei and to within a few eV of the neutron capture
threshold. A more general, but less direct, method Is through
the measurement of first step evaporation particle spectra
from an excited compound nucleus (CN). Earlier experiments of
this type were restricted to a few nuclei giving Information
about NLD at low spin.

In this work we report a measurement of high energy proton
spectra in the reaction iaC+ Nb at E(laC)*40, 45 and 50 MeV.
At these beam energies the proton spectra beyond EP = 13, 16
and 19 MeV, respectively, are predominantly (>90V.) from the
first step of deca^ from the CN leading to the residual
nucleus * Pd at E s20 MeV and angular momenta Js23h(Table
1). Since the high energy part of the spectra are insensitive
to the choice of optical model parameters determining the
transmission coefficie- nts, they djrectly yield the NLD for
the residual, nucleus in the above E and J ranges. The study
of NLD at E below the liquid drop regime (»20 MeV in this
case) is particularly interesting because it is sensitive to
nuclear structure and is not well understood.

The experiment was performed with the C beam from the
14UD BARC-TIFR Pelletron accelerator at Bombay, bombarding a
self supporting Nb target of thickness 0.4 mg/cm . Protons
were detected in three Nal(Tl) detectors (4.4 cm 0 X 3.8 cm)
having a 1 mil Ta foil in front and situated at 8iab=
±155°and 125° at a distance of 15 cm from the target.
Particle identification was done by pulse shape
discriminatlon(PSD)(3). The neutron Induced background in the
proton PSD gate was measured using an Identical detector at
-125° covered by a 62 mil Ta sheet and found to be <0.154. The
most important source cf proton background is from C and 0
contaminations in the target and was corrected for through
Measurements on carbon and W03 targets. The final spectra
were converted to energy differential cross sections,
assuming isotropy, in the CM frame.

Fig.1 shows the cross sections obtained from one detector
at Oiab * 155° at the three beam energies. At each bombarding
energy the shapes of the measured spectra for all three
detectors were Identical and the magnitudes agreed within 10%
of one another. The dashed lines in the figure show typical
comparisons between the experimental spectra and evaporation
calculations, normalised arbitrarily, using the code
CASCADEUJ with Reisdorf's prescription [5] for NLD
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(5a=A/a=8) and experimental yrast levels for Pd. Table 1
summarises the results of the experiment together with some
relevant Inputs used. Here the best fit values for 6a are
listed along with the statistical errors. The systematic
errors due to energy calibration are 0.1, 0.25 and 0.45 at
the three beam energies respectively which can be reduced
with better calibration. We therefore emphasise that the
energy variation of NLD can be accurately measured in the
range E*= 9-20 MeV using this method.

Table 1

(MeV)

40
45
50

EV0SAg)
(MeV)

35.0
39.4
43.9

fu« ,

«r 1
(mb) ""
188 9
515 17
779 23

(MeV)
5a
(MeV)

Norm,
factor

8.8-14.9 8.5±0.4 1.2
9.2-17.3 8.1+0.3 2.0
11.6-19.7 8.3+0.3 2.4

[11A.S.Iljinov et.al.,Nucl.Phys.A543,517(1992).
[2]C.C.Lu et.al.,Nucl.Phys.A190,229(1972).
t3lP.de Young et.al.,Nucl.Instr.Meth.226,555(1984).
[4]F.Puhlhofer,Nucl.Phys.A280,267(1977).
[5]M.Klcinska-Habor et.al.,Phys. Rev.C36.612U987).
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STRUCTURAL CONNECTION OF HIGHLY DEFORMED ISOMERIC STATES IN

2 a Si, 2 4Mg and 2»Ne THROUGH a-a COINCIDENCE STUDIES AT A

RESONANCE INi2C<i<»0. a)2«Mg* — > a+20Ne*

Suresh Kumar. E.T. Mirgule. M.A. Esweran, D.R. Chakrabarty,

V. M. Datar, N.L. Ragoowansi, U.K. pal and H.fc. oza

The alpha- alpha coincidence measurements were reported

earlier[l]. in the reaction i acneo.crl >2*Hg* ---> ci2+20Ne* at

63 HeV learn energy corresponding to resonance at 43.7 Mev in

a8Si. to investigate the nature of the states near 20 MeV

region in 2<Mg strongly fed by the resonance, by studying its

a-emlssion to various 20Ne states. The priliminary analysis

indicated the evidence of superdefromed shape isomeric nature

of these states having structural preference to the

superdeiormed resonance state in 2»si and the 7.2 MeV

superdeformed Sparticle - 4hole state in 20Ne[11. Detailed

analysis of these measurements and the results are being

presented in this report. From the spectra of oil at 0° in

coincidence with the a.2 at various angles leading to the first

three states of ground state band namely 0+, 2* , 4+ and the 7.2

MeV. 0* 8p-4h quartet states of 2°Ne, double differential cross

section in centre of mass system ie., (d"a/dQ*)c. m. were

calculated from the data using a computer program. The program

also computed the. average value of (d*oVdfi* (e. m. over the nine

angles from 20° to 80" in the laboratory corresponding to a.2-

emission. taking sin(82) as the weighting factor. Fig.l (a) to

(d) illustrate the al-ocL' coincidence cross-section against the

ctl-energy for a.2. feeding to the 7.2 MeV,0+; g.s.,0+; 4.24,4*;

and 1.63,2+ states of 2ON« respectevily. The vertical arrows

represent the various excited states of 2 4flg in MeV as

Indicated on the top of it. These spectra indicate the a-dacey
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•ode of the 19 to 25 HeV region of excitation of a «Mg fed from

the resonance in *»Si at 43.7 MeV.

Firstly, we compare the a-feeding to the 0*, 2* and 4* of

the ground state band. As the three states belong to the sane

band, the relative a-emission cross section fron a state of

»«Mg to these states will essentially depend on the

transmission coefficients Tj involved. The T| for various 1 were

calculated using optloal model potential from the literature at

various energies. The ratio of calculated Tj corresponding to

lowest %. for a-emission from the 20.2 and 21.4 MeV states of

"Mg to the 0*. 2*, 4+ ground state band of 3°Na are shown in

the Table.1, for various assumed spin J of 3 4Mg states. The

last column shows corresponding experimental cross section

Table, 1. Ratios of Tp's corresponding to lowest i. for alpha
emission from the 20.2 and 21.4 MeV states of **Mg for
various assumed spin J, to the ground state band of

Sx(3«Mg)
(MeV)

20.2
21.4

20.2
21.4

J .

0
1

1
1

4

.99

.00

.01

.01

T(4.

6

1.00
1.00

1(1.

1.19
1.09

Z5,4+)/T(1.63.
for
8 10

1.25 2.44
1,17 2.92

83.2+) /T(g .s . ,

5.20 7.54
3.46 9.11

2+

1.
2.

0*

3.
4.

12

46
28

)

62
18

14

0.61
1.16

2.80
3.12

Ratio
(dBo/dC
(Expt.

3.0 ±
1.4 ±

>7
>4

of

)

0 .5
0 .3

ratio observed in the present work deduced from the data shown

in Fig.l. The comparison clearly rules out the low spin in the

range 2 to 6 as expected in this region for iac+i3C resonances.

The spin value of 8 to 12 for the 20.2 and 21.4 MeV states are

more appropriate to assign from this comparision.

Similar ratio of transmission coefficients corresponding

to lowest | for a-emislion from 19 to 25 MeV region of ««Mg to

the 7.2 MeV.O* 8p-4h superdeformed state to the ground state of



" N e i«., T(7.2,0*)/T(«.s. ,0+) are shown in Table.2, for
various assumed spin J of the **Mg states. It can be notioed
from the table that the calculated Tg ratios are in general
smaller by three to foui' orders of magnitude than the

Table,2. Ratios of T| corresponding to lowest Q for alpha
emission form various states of »«Mg for various assumed
spin J. to 7.2 MeV,0+ and g.s. of >»Ne.

Ix(a«Mg)
{MeV)

20.2
21.4
21.9
24.0

T(7.2,O*)/T(g.s.,O*) for
J = 8 10 12 14

( 10-a )

0.005 0.003 0.001 0.0002
0.028 0.025 0.011 0.003
0.056 0.051 0.027 0.009
0.540 0.320 0.281 0.139

Ratio of
(d'oVdft* )cm
(Expt.)

2.0 ± 0.5
2.0 ± 0.5
3.5 ± 0.6
2.3 ± 0.5

corresponding ratio of the observed oross section assuming spin
J= 8 or higher for »*Mg. This implies that the states in 20 to
24 MeV region of " M g preferentially decay to the 8p-4h 7.2 MeV
0* state rather than to the ground state of *°N«. Hence these
states in *«Mg have much more structural overlap with the 7.2
MeV superdeformed 8p-4h state than with the ground state of

The 7.2 MeV 8p-4h state of »°Ne is associated with the
(Op)-«(sd)* configuration having deformation parameters «= 1.17
and fa 50*[1]. From the present data w« infer that the 43.7 MeV
resonance in • •Si corresponds to conflguratton(Op)-*(sd)i*
(fp)« with 6= 1.35 and r= 60' and the 20.2 and 21.4 MeV states
of 2<Mg correspond to configuration (Op)-«(ad)*a with e= 1.2
and V= 60* based on the calculation of Leander and Larsson[2].

[1] Suresh Kumar et al. N.P. Symposium (DAE) Bombay, Ififl (1992)
pl82 and M.A Iswaran et al. Accepted for publication in
Phys.Rev.C

[2i Q. Leander and Larsson, Nucl.Phys. AiSfi (1976)93.
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SPIN MEASUREMENT OF EC1**^ • 63 MeV RESONANCE IN " c • **O

THROUGH ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS OF "CC1*©, a> MMg

E.T.Mlrgule, Suresli Kumar, M.A.Esuaran, D.R.Chakrabarty,

V.M.Datar, U.K.Pal, N.L.Ragoowansi and H.H.Oza.

Nuclear Physics Division,B.A.R.G. ,Bombay-400 085.

In our earlier study [13 on intermediate structure

resonances in the system tao + **c in the energy range E • 60

to 90 MeV,two resonances were identified at E = 6 3 and 66 MeV

corresponding to excitation energies of 43.7 and 46.2 MeV in
M S i based on cross channel correlation analysis In *Be and

alpha channels. In this study striking observation of

preferential Be decay of these resonances to 9p-4h states of
aoNe near 7.2 MeV was identified as evidence for the

resonances to be highly deformed shape isomeric configuration

as expected from deformed shell model calculations (21.

The lower of these resonances at E = 6 3 MeV has a weak

branch in alpha channel in the reaction * C( 10O, a I
24Hg(g.s.> as indicated in the inset of Pig.(la) along with

the cross channel correlation function C(E) for alpha and aBe

channel leading to 7.2 MeV state of 2ONe. Cross correlation

function shows a maximum at E = 6 3 MeV. Hence angular
Li

distribution of the reaction **C< ***0 ,<* J **Mg<g. •. > was

measured for determination of spin J of the resonance at this

energy. In this reaction all particles Involved are splnless

so any angular distribution that is dominated by tingle

partial wave I will obey the squared of Legendre Polynomial

function such that

to/ACl t P̂ ( cos Q I ] 2

In this case spin of resonance Is given by J • I .

In the present work we report angular distribution

measurements In the reaction uC(ltfO,oi) *4Mg at *0N* and

•OFF* resonance energies of E • 63 and 66 MeV with **0 beam
It

from Pelletron at Bombay. Natural **C target of thickness

50^g/cazwas used. Six surface harrier detectors of 2mm were
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mounted 10° apart In scattering chamber with angular

acceptance of +0.7°.Tantalurn absorbers were used In front of

all detectors to stop elastlcally scattered 1<50 and 12C. A

monitor detector of 300pn was used at forward angle to

record elastlcally scattered ltf0 and **C ions yield to

provide normalization. The angular distributions were

measured for 0 = 6° to 75° in steps of 1.65° or 2.5°. There

was no need of particle* identification in this experiment as

Q-value of the reaction is high compared to all other light

ion channels.

Angular distribution measured at *0N" and "OFF" resonance

at Efc = 63 and 66 MeV Is shown in Fig. (la) and (lb)

respectively. In Fig.(la) the solid line show squared Legendre

polynomial function C P (co«0) ]*. Which is normalized at the

first peak of data while dashed curve shows C (P (cosd)

]*. The "ON" resonance data show strong oscillations at

forward angles, the peak positions matching better with

< P w ) 2 than < P w >*. This enables assignment of Jre * 14+ to

the resonance at E • 63 MeV.

We have calculated the 1-grazlng values (1 ) for

**C + w 0 and a * **Mg channels using optical model potential

from literature C33. At E. - 63 MeV the I value from these

calculation is 18h for C * l 0 channel while it Is 14h for

a+**Mg channel. The spin of this resonance as assigned in this

work agrees with I values of a + lig channel while It is
»r ., ...

4 units less than the 1 for Incident channel of C + 0
V

References:-

[11 M.A.Eswaran et.al. Proc.Int.Conf.on Nucleus-Nucleus

collision IV Kanazawa, Japan, (1991), Nuclear physics

symposium (DAE), Bombay, 3J.fi., 125(1991).
C23 G.Leander.et.al.Nucl.phys. ^^9A. 93(1975).

[3] M.A.Eswaran at. al. Phys. Rev. 39C. 1856(1989).
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THRESHOLD ANOMALY IN l»O + 2O9B1 SYSTEM

P.Singh, S. Kailas, A. Chatterjee, S.S. Kerekatte, A. Navin,

A. Nijasure and B. John

Elastic scattering of *«0 from 209fii measured at

laboratory-energies of 80,63,90,95,98 and 100 MeV along with

the data available from the literature for this system, was

analysed using optical model potentials [1]. Evidence is found

for a marked energy dependence of the real part of the opti-

cal potential -"threshold e.nomaly"- around the Coulomb barrier

and the dispersion relation [2] reproduces the observed energy

dependence of the real potential. Further it is demonstrated

by a calculation that the "threshold anomaly" determined from

elastic scattering analysis is consistent with the enhancement

of the fusion cross section observed at sub-barrier

energies[l]. It is also observed that the dispersive correc-

tion to the real potential already reported for i6O+20«Pb is

similar to that found here for i6O+20»Bi which has an extra

proton.

Comparison of the present findings with that already ob-

tained with zospb as target showed that the potential values

near the barrier change by 2.6±0.7 times in the case of 2 0»Bi

and 2.2±0.b times in the case of 2Q«Pb as compared to their

respective values observed around 200 MeV bombarding energy.
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This means that the part of the fusion arising due to coupling

to the direct reaction channels is nearly the same for both

the systems and hence adding a proton to the target appears to

have little effect on the threshold anomaly found earlier for

16 0+20 8 pb.

Even though there seems to be little difference between

zoepb and 208Bi systems in terms of their experimentally

deduced threshold anomaly values, it is important to know if

any difference is expected theoretically between them in view

of the fact that the latter nucleus has one proton more than

the former. Coupled channels calculations of the heavy ion fu-

sion cross sections done using CCFUS code [3] including both

the inelastic and the transfer channels couplings predicted a

similar enhancement in fusion probability due to inelastic and

transfer couplings for both the nuclei. This implies that the

threshold anomaly which is related to the channel coupling is

nearly the same for both these systems. The experimental ob-

servation of nearly equal values of threshold anomalies for

both these systems is consistent with the above theoretical

expectation.

In the only other case in the literature where two systems

differing by one nucleon is considered.it is found [4] that

for loo and i'O interacting with 20«Pb there is significant

difference at near-barrier energies for the neutron transfer

cross section and imaginary potential values. This perhaps

happens due to favourable Q-values for the latter system



(Q=0.2 Mev) as compared to the former (£=-11.7 Mev) resulting

in significantly larger neutron transfer cross section in this

case. In the same way in the comparison of 2o«Pb and zoeBi

targets interacting with 1 80, one may argue that the addi-

tional proton in 209B1 may make the reaotion

2O9Bi(i6O,»7F)(Q=-3.2 MeV) more favourable as compared to

20«Pb(ieo,i7F) (Q=-7.4 MeV). However, as these channels have

optimum Q-values «• 8.3 MeV the transfer probability will be

highly suppressed due to the Q-value mismatch. In fact in the

experimental measurement of the various transfer processes for

these systems Vulgaris et al [5] do not find significant cross

sections for these channels, consistent with the above expec-

tation. Hence it may be concluded that the main effect of the

extra proton in 2<>8Bi is to moderately alter the reaction

cross section as compared to that of 2oepb without seriously

affecting the fusion probability.

References

[1] P.Singh et al. Nucl.Phys.A-in press;NPD Annual Report 1991

[2] C. Mahaux et aL.Nucl. Phys. A4A2 354 (1986)

[3] C.H.Dasso and S.Landowne,Comput.Phys.Commun.4j£ 187(1987)

[4] J.S. Lilley et al. Nucl.Phys.A4SJ 710 (1987)

[5] £. Vulgaris et al. Phys. Rev. 213,2017 (1986)
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Amgnlar momemtnm and excitation fknctiom

in near-barrier keavy-ion fusion reaction*

C.V.K Baba1 and A. Navin
1 Tata Institute of Fundamental Research,Boinbay-400005

A sub-barrier fusion model should be able to explain both the measured fusion

ctoM-aection and the angular momentum distribution. It was pointed out [1,2]

that under some simple conditions, these two obeervablee are not independent and

one can derive a relationship between f or P and the fusion excitation function.

Since such a relationship goes beyond any particular model, it is of importance to

test the validity of these conditions experimentally. If found valid, tbe underlying

reasons for the validity have to understood. Further, one can ask if each sub-

barrier fusion model satisfies these conditions. Such a test can be made if the

fusion excitation function and angular momentmr distribution or some moments

of it are measured in the same system. The fusion cross-flection is given by the

sum of the partial wave cross-sections v\ given by

(1)

where ft is the reduced mass, E the centre of mass energy and 3](E) the fusion

probability for the 1'th partial wave. Datum ti «/. [1] and Balantekin and Reimer

[2] pointed out that the energy and /-dependence of Tj can be expressed in a dosed

form

(2)

with

* E - (3)
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when R* ia the barrier radius and ft(E) represents the inverse of a generalised

moment of inertia.

Equation (3) is tested in ftg.l for the «"Ni+100Mo [3] and l eO+1MSm systems

[4] where partial wave cross-flections at several energies were measured. The figure

shows that eq.(2) gives a good representation of the data- Using eq.(S) in eq.(l)

(approximating it to an integral) one can be convert it into an energy integration

and derire a relation between mean or mean-square angular momentum and an

integral involving the fusion cross-section <r(E) [1,2]. One can then express

These equations have been tested in fig 2. for systems where both I and/or P and

fusion excitation functions have been measured.

The overall conclusion [5] that one can draw from the comparison presented in

fig.2 is that the agreement of the 7 values obtained from direct measurements and

those derived from the fusion excitation functions is quite good. The major dis-

crepancies occur for the cases where P values were obtained from fission fragment

angular distributions. The underlying reason for the validity of the parameteriza-

tion of eq.(2,3) and the near constancy of fi{E) with energy should be explored

theoretically.

1. C.H. Dasso el • ( Phya. Rev. Lett 57 (1986), 1498

2. A. B. Balantekin and P.E. Reiner, Phya. Rev. C38 (1986), 379

3. M. L. Halbert ei •/., Phya. Rev. C40 (1989), 2558

4. A. H. Wusooiaa ti at., Phya, Letl. B263 (1991), 23

5. C.V.K Baba, Procttiingt of The International Nuclear Pky»ics Conference,

Wie»Udf.n,Gcrm*ny,Ju!i 16 Angutt I (199S) (To be published)
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CONNECTION BETWEEN ELASTIC SCATTERING THRESHOLD ANOMALY AND
NEAR-BARRIER HEAVY-ION FUSION

S. Kailas and P. Singh

In many instances the connection between elastic scat-
tering and heavy - ion fusion at near barrrier energies has
been clearly brought out. The strong energy dependence of the
real part of the optical potential around the barrier as
determined from elastic scattering analysis, commonly known
as the ' threshold anomaly ' has the effect of lowering the
fusion barrier and this in turn enhances the fusion cross
section at these energies/1,2/. Amongst the various success-
ful models proposed to describe fusion at near barrier
energies, the ' neutron flow ' model of Stelson /3/ls one.
According to this the fusion cross section at near barrier
energies is given as

I • T )V [ t I I B • ! )]
[1]

where R and B are the usual barrier radius and height respec-
tively. T is the lowest threshold barrier. The optical model
analysis of elastic scattering data at near barrier energies
has clearly brought out the strong energy dependence of both
the real ( VR) and the imaginary ( Vi ) parts of the poten-
tial. The effective increase in the real part ( AV)arising
from the strong energy dependence of the Imaginary part is
given by the well known dispersion relation and it can be es-
timated following the procedure given in ref.l. Recently,
Udagawa et al /4/ have brought out the Interesting connection
between T (deduced from fusion analysis) and Et,the
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threshold energy at which the imaginary part part of the

potential starts increasing from zero (determined from elas-

tic scattering analysis). It is of interest to extend this

type of comparison to some more systems where the relevant

data exist. Further it is also worth finding out as to

whether the ( B - T ) value determined from fusion is con-

nected to the polarisation potential AV deduced from elastic

scattering.

The fusion cross section at near barrier energies can be

given by the expression

^fun = ( R Tiw / 2E ) In [1 + exp {(2 f"/fiw)(E - B )}]

[2]

where hw is related to the barrier curvature. If one makes

the reasonable assumption that the polarisation potential

AV deduced from elastic scattering is almost the same as the

change in the barrier AB at E - B, then the abvove expression

at E = B becomes,

•6"fu. = (R*hw / 2B ) In tl + exp { 2 v.-/fiw)( AB)}J

[3]

Equating the above with eq.l at E = B and with Iftw = 4 MeV,

the relation

f-xp Hir/8)(B - T)> = 1 + exp {("/2)AB } [43

is obtained.

In the present work the quantities ( B - T ) and T have

been determined from analysis of fusion data available for

the systems i«0 + 20epb.209Bi,m Sm,<53Cu and aoNi.azs +

58,64Ni,38S + 5b, 6<Ni,using eq.l. The .\V values determined

from elastic scattering are available for these systems.
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Table.1.

SYSTEM

l «0 + 2
160 + a
t e o + *

160 +
160 +
315 +

»»S •
*»S +
M S *

o«Bi
0»Pb

44Sm

• »Cu
60 Hi
• •Hi
•4N1
5»Ni
•4Ni

E.

7 1 . 6
69.0
59.4
31.0
29.2
56.6
55.5
54.0
56.0

T

71.4
71.3
57.6
30.2
29.3
57.0
54.4
56.1
54.9

B - T

4 . 5

4 . 0

2.5
2 . 7
4 . 5

2 . 9

4 . 0

1.1

2.0 .

AV

1.6

1.5

0.45
0.35
0.58
0.62

1.45
0.32
0.60

( B - T)cal

6 . 2

6 .2

2 . 8

2 . 3
3 . 2

3 . 3

8 .0

2 . 4

3 .3

B»,T ,AV and B - T values are in HeV.

able for all these systems. In the table.1 the values (B - T
),T,Ea and AV are tabulated for the various systems. It la
observed that the agreement between T and E» values is in
general good, consistent with the earlier observation/4/. In
the table the ( B - T ) values calculated substituting the
AV values in eq.4 are also given. There is good correlation
and acceptable agreement between these calculated values and
the ones deduced from fusion analysis. This comparison again
reinforces the fact that the near-barrier fusion and elastic
scattering threshold anomaly are related phenomena.

/I/ C. Mahaux et al. Mucl.Fhys. A449(1986)354
/2/ P. Singh et al. Nuol. Phys. (in press 1993)
/3/ P. H. Stelson et al. Phys. Rev. C41(1990)1584
/4/ T. Udagawa et al. Phys. Rev. 045(1992)676
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NEUTRON FLOW OR COLLECTIVE DEGREES OF FREEDOM FOR

NEAR BARRIER HEAVY - ION FUSION

S. Kailas and A. Navin

Various models have been proposed in order to understand

the near barrier heavy-ion fusion data. Amongst others the

coupled channel approach of Dasso and Landowne/1/ and the

neutron flow picture of Stelson/2/ are two of the mechanisms

which describe well a large body of near barrier fusion data.

From an analysis of is 0 induced fusion reaction around the

barrier for various targets,having mass numbers ranging from

120 to 186, an attempt has been made to identify as to which

out of the above two mechanisms 1B more appropriate to ex-

plain these data.

The near - barrier fusion cross section is given as

^ u . = TTR^C E - T )*"/[ 4 E ( B - T )]

where R and B are the barrier radius and height respectively.

T is the lowest threshold barrier as per Stelson/2/. For

energies well above the barrier the fusion cross section is

given by the usual expression

"" = T T R ( E ~ B ) / E

The R,B and T values have been determined from fits to above-

and near- barrier fusion data available for the above sys-

tems. The quantities related to collective degrees of freedom

/I/ and neutron flow/2/ mechanisms have been calculated for

all these systems and they are compared with the correspond-
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ing ( B - T ) values determined. More details are found in

ref.3. From this comparison it is concluded that for »• 0 as

projectile interacting with various targets, the collective

degrees of freedom are more important than the neutron flow

In describing the near barrier fusion phenomena.

/I/ C. H. Dasso et al. Nucl. Phys. A407(1983)221 ;

Phys.Lett. 155 B(1985)223; B. A. Broglia et al.

Phys. Lett. 133 B(1983)34;S. Landowne and S. C.

Pieper Phys. Rev. C29(1984)1352.

/2/ P. H. Stelson Phys. Lett. 205 B(1988)190;Phys.

Rev. 041(1990)1584.

/3/ 5. Kailas and fi. Navin ( to be published )1993.
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NUCLEAR STRUCTURE EFFECT ON SUB-BARRIER FUSION

A. K. Mohanty, S. K. Kataria and M. S. Saniant

Nuclear Physics Division, BARC, Rombay-400085

It is known that the coupled channel calculations enhances the fusion

cross section w.r.t. barrier penetration model (BPM) at below barrier

energies and supresses at above barrier energies. This discrepancy in

fusion cross section at above barrier energies is quite small where as

significant enhancement is seen much below the Coulomb barrier. This

enhancement in sub-barrier cross section can be understood on the basis of

a barrier penetration mode (BPM ) by reducing the original barrier height.

Therefore, this study does not reveal much about the mechanism of channel

couplings. However, the effect of channel couplings on the fusion spin

distribution is quite significant at above barrier energies even though the

fusion cross section is not enhanced much. In fig. 1, the spin

distribution for 0+ Sm system (with different deformation parameters)

is plotted in a reduced scale where the 1 values in X-axis are scaled by

the average value of each distribution and to keep the same unit area, the

Y-axis is divided by <r ', where <r' = <r, / <1>. In this reduced scale, all

the distribution functions have unit area and unit average value.

Therefore, any differences in higher moments will show up in this type of

comparisons. The Coulomb barrier for this system is taken as 62 MeV. It can

be seen that the distribution function with (3_ = 0 ( see cross symbol for

BPM distribution), (3 = .4 ( plus symbol) and 0 = .4 , (3. = .08 ( filled

dots) do not differ much at 58 and 62 MeV. However, significant differences

can be seen at 67 and 68 MeV which are much above the Coulomb barrier.

These results can be understood qualitatively on the basis of

coupled channel equations. As an example, we consider Ar+ Sn system
+ - • 40with 2 and 3 states of Ar nuclei. The diagonalization of coupling

matrix results in three eigen barriers of 103.4, 106.1 and 111.1 MeV . The

corresponding weight factors are .25, .077 and .673. We have taken Q values

of these states as 1.46 and 3.68 MeV and 0- values as .22 and .23. In fig.

2, we have shown the contribution to the spin distribution coming from

three barriers at two different bombarding energies of 108 and 113 MeV. In

case of 113 MeV, which is much above the original Coulomb barrier, the
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total spin distribution (see dash do> line in fig. 2(b) ) Is the sum of the

contribution from the upper barrier ( dotted line) , middle barrier ( solid

line) and from the lower barrier (dashed line). Therefore, the total

distribution function carries the information about all the three

barriers, while in case of 108 MeV, which is around the Coulomb barrier

(see fig. 2(a) ), the contribution from upper two barriers are negligible

and at still sub-barrier energies, it is the lowest barrier which

contributes entirely to the total distribution.

Therefore, the distribution function at sub-barrier energies can

be described by a BPM where the barrier height is lower In magnitude and

will also have different curvature and barrier position. However, the spin

distribution at above barrier energies probes all the elgen barriers

significantly, thereby provides more information about the mechanism of

channel couplings.

FIGURE CAPTIONS:

Fig 1.

The partial wave cross section a. as a function of

1/<1> for 16O+154Sm system with different deformation
154parameters for Sm. ( Cross for (3_ = 0, plus for p_

.4, solid dots for (3, = .4 and p = .08. The area under

both the curves Is normalised to unity.

Fig 2.

The partial wave cross section a- versus 1 for each elgen barriers.
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STUDIES ON HEAVY ION ELASTIC SCATTERING AND FUSION

S.V.S.Sastry, A.K.Mohanty AND S.K.Katarla

Nuclear Physics Division, BARC. Bombay-400085

It is well known that the heavy ion elastic scattering is

strongly influenced by the couplings between elastic and the various

non-elastic channels. The effects of these channel couplings are seen in

the optical model analysis of the elastic scattering of several heavy ion

systems , where both the real and imaginary parts of the optical potential

show strong energy dependence around the coulomb barrier energies , known

as threshold anomaly . It has also been realised that the heavy ion fusion

potential should also be energy dependent toaccount for the enhancement of

sub barrier fusion . However this simple energy dependence , incorporated

in either optical model or in BPM , fails to account for fusion spin

distribution data unless the fusion potential depends on both E and L .

However, in the present optical model analysis, the L-dependent potentials

are not used for elastic scattering eventhough the reaction channels like

fusion are strongly L dependent . To remove the inconsistency , we analysed

the elastic and fusion data of 160 + 208Pb system , using both E and L

dependence . For simplicity , the E and L dependence of reaction potential

is expressed in terms of c , defined as c = E - E , where , E =
rot rot

Kl+l)h2/2nRo
2 . The optical model code SNOOPY is used , lncorporatig c

dependence in imaginary part and c dependent polarisation contribution to

the real part , derived from a dispersion relation . Woods Saxon form of

potentials are used for the radial and energy dependence of both real and

imaginary parts . The elastic angular distributions of this model comapare

well with the experimental data . Using elastic wave function , fusion

obtained from the relating = < 0 I W | ip > . The fusion potential is
' f 01 I 61

taken to have same geometry as that of reaction potential , where as the

parameters of energy dependence were varied to fit to fusion excitation

function . The derived <L > values of the compound nucleus agree well with

the experimental data. In conclusion , we have used implicit E and L

dependent optical potentials in the code SNOOPY to describe elastic

scattering , fusion cross section and fusion spin distribution for the

system 160 • 2O8Pb consistently .
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CALCULATION OF FUSION TIME SCALES IN H B + J 1 7 N P AND 1*0,

l6O,i»F+232TH REACTIONS IN A DYNAMICAL TRAJECTORY MODEL

Kiran Kumar, R. K. Choudhury and A. Saxena;

Nuclear Physics Division, B.A.R.C.,Bombay-400085.

Recent experimental data on pre-scission neutron

multiplicity/1/ suggest large differences in the fusion

times due to changes in the entrance channel mass asymmetry

around the liquid drop Businaro-Gallone mass asymmetry

(<*BG ). There are several theoretical models which treat the

fusion process and energy dissipation in heavy ion colli-

sion in terms of a fluctuating force represented by the cou-

pling between macroscopic and intrinsic degrees of freedom.

One such dynamical model has been developed by Feldmeier/2/,

where the properties of the dissipative force are deter-

mined from a microscopic picture of particle exchange be-

tween two nuclei. The macroscopic shapes of the nuclear sys-

tem are represented by axially symmetric configuration with

sharp surfaces. These shapes are uniquely determined by

three macroscopic degrees of freedom: tha distance between

the nuclei, s, the neck size,er,and the mass asymmetry, A

defined as:

s = distance between two sphere centres

o* = [ Vo - (4 /3) Ri3 - (4 /3) R2» ] / Vo

A = [ R l - R 2 ] / [ R l + R 2 ]

where Vo is the total volume of the shape and is indepen-

dent of { s,a-,A } and Ri and R2 are the radii of the inter-

acting nuclei. In addition there are three rotational de-

grees of freedom for the intrinsic and relative rotation of

the di-nuclear complex. Denoting the twelve macroscopic

variables by (p(t),q(t)), the Langevin equation can be writ-

ten as/2/:

dp/dt = dT/dq - dV/dq + X(t)

dq/dt = M'lp
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where T=l/2(p M-ip) denotes the collective kinetic energy

and M denotes the mass tensor, while V stands for the con-

servative, potential, and X(t) is the fluctuating force

caused by the coupling to the Intrinsic degrees of freedom.

He have used the above model to calculate the fusion

time scales for the systems " B + 237^p, isc, 1*0 and

isr+ 232Th at 77, 86, 104 and 114 MeV bombarding energies

co examine the effect of mass asymmetry in fusion dynamics.

Fig 1. shows, schematically, the evolution of the shapes of

the di-nuclear system as a function of time for certain 1-

values near the critioal angular momentum for the three sys-

tems. One can see certain characteristic differences in the

time evolution of the nuclear shapes in these systems. The

n B +2 3?Np and " C + "ZTh systems behave in a similar

fashion and fuse in a shorter time as compared to the

ieo+2*2Th and i9F+*»2Th systems. It is also noticed that for

l>lcrit the i*0 +2*2 Th system shows Orbitting for a long

time before re-separation into two fragments. The fusion

time tform(where tfor* is compound nucleus formation time)

is found to'be = 8*10-" s for " B + 2»?Np and i*C + 232Th

system , while for the case of »«0 +2S2Th it is 20*10-**

s.Though the excitation energies of these systems are

roughly same i.e. 59.9,58.8 ,60.8 and 64.0 MeV respectively,

one can distinctly visualise the differences in the forma-

tion time due to the change in the mass asymmetry <*,. Cal-

culations were done to determine tfor* as a function of the

angular momentum of the compound nuoleus as shown in Fig 2.

It is observed that ttor* is higher for ieo+2»*Th for all

the 1-values compared to that for the other two systems. The

CN formation tine averaged ovw the spin distribution for

the i»0 + 2*2Th and »»B + 2»7|ip reactions are 11*10-"s and

2.8*10-21 s respectively. From the measurement of the pre-

scission neutron multiplicities/1/ it was observed that " 0

+ 3**Th system shows' longer fusion-fission time than llB

+2»7NP system and the differences in the formation time' be-
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tween the two systems was found to be 15±5*10-ai which ia

in agreement with the present calculation.

REFERENCES:

/I/ A. Saxena et. al. (submitted for publication)

/2/ H FeldmeierjRep. Prog. Phy.50(1987)915
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NUCLEUS-NUCLEUS REACTION CROSS SECTION AT LOW ENERBIE8 .1

NON-EIKONEL GLAUBER MODEL

S.K. Charagl

The Glauber modal approach for the description of the

heavy-ion reaction cross section has bean extended to th«

lower energies. A 'simple analytic expression for the

transparency function has been obtained by evaluating the

overlap Integral of the nuclear densities over the hyperbolic

trajectory. Using this transparency funtion the reaction cross

section of a large number of heavy-ion systems has been pre-

dicted reasonably well at low energies.

The nucleus-nucleus reaction cross section in the Glauber

theory framework is given by

bdt>Ll- a* £-<***<*>) 3] , CO
o

where the transverse motion of the nuclei is neglected when

they pass each other. Here VZ* is the nucleon-nucleon cross

section suitably averaged over th» Interacting n~n, p-p and

n-p pairs and b is the Impact parameter. In terms of the

transparency function T(b) that is the probability that at the

Impact parameter b the projectile will pass through the target

without interacting , \TH can be written as
•0

0

For two nuclei in the form of two spheres X ( b > *• given as

Eqn.3 reduces to a simple closed form analytic expression by
assuming Gaussian density distribution of the form

The essence of the Karol's method is that T<b) can be written

as 3
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X Z-

and 2.0" r Ri + "

the above expression does not take into account the modifica-

tion in the heavy-ion trajectory due to the Coulomb field. We

incorporate this deviation in the eikonel trajectory due to

the Coulomb field by replacing the impact parameter b by the

coordinate y so that instead of y* • const » b» we have y* »

b= + C.z* where b is the distance of closet approach on the

Coulomb trajectory, as suggested by Cole . This replacement of

b and y leads to T(b)

T.W.

where

Vzb' -
<>1 being the Sommerfeld parameter and b, the wave number. The

quantity C is obtained by matching the hyperbola y* • b* +

L.z** to the actual Rutherford trajectory. We obtain

c --
In tht<= model t.ne>r«? are no tree parameters. The novel feature

o-f the model \<s » simple analytic expression for the

transparency function T(b>. We use Eqn6 for the calculation of

T(b) <nd then numerically compute the integral (Eqn2> to ob-

tain the reaction cross section. The nucleon-nucleon cross

section STfa averaged over neutron and proton numbers is

calculated by expression

AJ-AT

f̂. AT, Z^, ZT and Ni>, NT mrm the projectile and target

mass charge and neutron numbers respectively.

he energy variation of the reaction cross section for

trie iaC + *aC system, obtained in the present framework, is

shown in fig.l and is labelled as this work. The unmodified



fcllauber model results arm shown as dot dash Una. The data

points in this figure are from the compilation of Kox. The

results o+ calculation by the Bass and 8upta model »rm also

given for comparision. The present model adequately describes

this energy variation over an energy range right from few

MeV/nucleon to 200 MeV/nucleon. The f;Lt of tne Qupta model is

good but this mode), has a free parameter and this model fails

in high energy domain. In the low energy domain we have

studied a large number of the heavy-ion systems with *Li to

"•Xe as projectiles and *aC + ='WU as targets/ For these sys-

tems the energy variation of the reaction cross section pre-

dicted by the present study is plotted in Fig.2a to 2c as the

dotted line. For comparision we have also plotted the calcu-

lated values of the reaction cross section based on the one

parameter model of Gupta. The data is given as solid circles

in all of these systems. In most of these cases the data has

been reproduced fairly well.

2

E( MeV/nucleon)
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THREE BODY COUPLING EFFECTS IN THE DWIA ANALYSIS

OF 7Li(a ,2a )3H KNOCKOUT REACTION

Arun K. Jain and S. Mythili

In the last couple of years a remarkable breakthrough

has been achieved in the DWIA analysis of knockout reactions

through the introduction of peripheral three body coupling

model (PTBCM). Improvement in the analysis comes about

because of the incorporation of realistic estimates of

the three body coupling effects present in the 3-body dis-

torted wave final state. The conventional kinematic coupl-

ing approximation (KCA) does not take care the 3-body dyn-

amic coupling properly has been shown through a test case

for which the exact results were available. So far this

peripheral 3-body coupling model has been applied for the

case where the knocked out particle is bound in an Z = 0

state in the target nucleus. It is easy to visualize that

the PTBCM as such still more justified for the knockout

of particle bound in higher orbital angular momentum state.

This visualization arises from the fact that the centrifugal

barrier pushes the radial wave function more to the nuclear

surface region. This surface region is infact more correctly

accounted for in the PTBCM formalism of the DWIA. The reason

is that in the surface region at least one of the two rela-

tive motions in the final state is weakly distorted by

the optical potentials. The difference between KCA and

PTBCM formalism arises in the replacement of the 3-body

coupling term in the' Hamiltonian: TC0U|>t = - -~- Vat •V^^

In the KCA this term is replaced by -~- k*ait .J<<*zt whereas

it i l d b ^ ( 1 ^ ^ i ^ i k* I )it is replaced by - - ^ ( 1 ^ . ^ + i ^ t .ic«)t. +

in the PTBCM treatment of the 3-body final state.

Here kait and lta t are the wave vectors conjugate to

the relative coordinates r"at, and Fat respectively.
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In the case of ( a +. t ) description of 7Li ground

state the relative a -t intercluster motion has unit orbital

angular momentum. Using this description Warner et al./1/

analysed 7Li(ot ,2a ) 3H reaction in the DWIA-KCA formalism.

In this formalism they found large discrepancy between

the calculated and measured behaviour of the energy sharing

spectra. When the a ,-t bound intercluster wave function

corresponds to a value of the r.m.s. radius of —4.2 fm

( much larger than the accepted value of~2.1 fm ) the KCA

formalism does not fit the shape of the distribution while

when this function has^.** fm r.m.s. radius the predicted

cross section is about one-sixth the observed value. Thus

none of the intercluster wave functions fit the data well.

In the present report a comparison between the pre-

dictions of KCA and PTBCM formalisms has been presented

for the 77MeV 7Li(a ,2a ) 3H reaction. With the same input

parameters the peak cross section in the PTBCM formalism

at, the larger Ea) is almost twice that for the KCA formalism.

In the figure the shapes of the energy sharing distributions

are presented and are seen to be drastically . different.

Except for the sharp minimum at E a i =37.2MeV the PTBCM fit

is much better than the KCA prediction. Filling up of the

dip indicated to large optical distortions. These calcula-

tions use intercluster wave function that gives 7Li r.m.s.

radius =4.2 fm. The calculated cross section is almost

an order of magnitude larger than the observed data. Thus

an intercluster a -t wave function which gives accepted

lower value of the 7Li r.m.s. radius is expected to provide

a much better fit to the 7Li(o ,2a )3H data in the PTBCM

formalism.

This 4 = 1 cluster knockout reaction analysis therefore

necitates the need to reanalyse the data on reactions invol-

ving three particles in the final state..

/1/ R.E. Warner et al. Phys. Rev. Ct5 (1992) 2328.
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INCLUSIVE <P.A+*> AND <P.P'«+> REACTIONS

B.K.Jain and Naalima G. Kalkar

In proton nualaus collisions at lntaraadiata anarglas

tha lnoidant proton readily gats oonvartad to A .

Exparlaantally this can ba datactad through tha coinoidant

aaaauraaant* on tha dacay products, proton and pion of tha

dalta. For situations whara tha nuclaar stata la

unspsolfiad, vi gat inoluslva cross-asctiona.

Mm hava darivad formula* for oroas-aaotions for

inclusiva <p,A ) and (p,p'n ) reactions; thaaa ara shown

to dapand on tha pion aalf anargy in tha nuclaus, and tha

production and dacay varticaa of tha A . Tha pion salf

anargy inoludas both nuclaon axcitation <NN~ ) aa wall as

dalta axeitation IAN'1) in .tha nuolaus. Tha pion-nuclaon

oouplings in tha transition vartax as wall as in tha salf

anargy ara wrtttan using rslativistlc paaudovaotur

oouplIng| rasults ara compared with a non-rslativiatic

raduetion. Tha distortions of tha continuum partiolas ara

included in a "distorted wave Farmi gas*

approximation. Calculations ara mads for tha axcitation

spectrum of tha nuclaus, ao/elC)du>, and tha angular

distribution in tha (p,A ) reaction, for proton baam

anargias from thrashold to 3 GaV. For tha <p,p'n ) raaotton

oross-sactlons ara calculatad for tha proton spactrua and

tha diatributlon der/dCin<tCi_,4ZndE_, at fixad valuaa of tha

proton and pion anglas and a flxad val.ua of E ,. Tha lattar

asssntially givas tha axoltation anargy spaotrum of tha

nuclaus. Many intarastlng faaturas ara saan in thasa
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•pactra. Tha differences In results using relativistlo

pion-nuoleon coupling and lta non-relativistic raduotlon

art shown to increase with beaa enargy. Around 400 MeV

thara la littla dlffaranoa In tha cross-sections but at 1

GeV and bayond tha difference beooaes large, changing both

the Magnitude and shape of the distributions. Tha Inclusion

of diatortlona reduces the Magnitude of the oroas-seotlon

but leaves tha shape unchanged,

(publiahad in Phy. Rev. CAT, 1701 (1993)).
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REACTION MECHANISM STUDY OF THE
CP.A 4 4) REACTION IN NUCLEI

Neellma G. Kelkar

In r«c*nt years it has bean proved that the delta

plays a Major role In the reaction dynamics of nuclear

reactions at intermediate energies. Experiments with <p,n>

and (*He,tl oharge exchange reactions, have shown the

presence of a broad bump with a large cross-section, at an

excitation energy of 300 IteV in the inclusive neutron and

triton energy spectrum respectively. Charge exchange

reactions with heavy ions like <**C,**N>, ("o,"^) and

(*°Ne,s F) performed at Saturne have also shown the

excitation of this fundamental mode in the nucleus.

The (p,A ) reaction on the-nucleus should be useful

in shedding light on various' aspeots of A-nucleus dynamics.

Since A Is free in the final state, this reaction

provides an opportunity to study the delta-nucleus

potential. It also contains lot of information from nuclear

structure point of view. Since ths A formed in the final

state has spin, isospln both equal to 3/2, this reaction

like the other charge-exchange reactions involves

spln-isospin excitations in the nucleus. Since the mass of

delta is about 300 MeV more than that of the proton, the

incident proton spends 300 NeV 'n the excitation of the A

without spending the corresponding momentum. This momentum

is absorbed by the nucleus and hence we see the

*spln-lsospln response of the nucleus in the high momentum

domain *.

In view of the importance of the <p,A ) reaction. It

is necessary to develop a proper theoretical model for this
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reaction, identify the appropriate interaction and show

quantitatively what one can learn fro* this reaction. Ve

have broadly speaking attempted to do this.

Ue have developed the theoretical formal ism and made

calculations on the exclusive and inclusive <p,A >

reactions on the nucleus. The theoretical formalism has

been developed in the framework of the distorted wave Born

approximation (DUBA) and the elementary reaction pp —• nA

is described in the one pion exchange model.

Though in a proper calculation of the cross-sections

for the *p, A ) reaction, both the direct (projectile

excitation) and exchange (target excitation) term

contributions should be included and nN couplings treated

relatlvistically; as it is a difficult task, conventional

DUBA calculations consider only direct term contributions.

Hence we have examined the exchange term and relativistic

effects for this reaction in the experimentally available

range of beam energies. The regions where the exchange

terms and relativistic effects should be important have

been identified. Further on, to obtain a realistic estimate

of the cross-sections we have Included effects of

distortions in the continuum particles due to the field of

the nucleus using partial wave expansions for the distorted

waves. Ue also calculate cross-sections using the widely

used elkonal approximation and compare with the exact

partial wave results. From our calculations we conclude

that distortions cause only reduction In magnitudes of the

cross-sections for the (p,A ) reaction. The high energy

elkonal approximation is found to be reasonably good even

near the threshold for the (p,A ) reaction.

We study the response of the nucleus in the Ip, A >

reaction by studying the inclusive <p,A ( reaction which
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•eans that the nucleus in the final state could be left in

any stata depending on the energy and momentum transferred

to it. Experiments on the inclusive <p,A > reaction have

not been done so far. However, in an experiment for the

inclusive Ip,A ) reaction, the proton and n which are the

decay products of A will be observed in coincidence.

Hence we have investigated theoretically the inclusive

<p,A I and (p.p'n ) reactions. The cross-sections are

written as a product of the projectile interaction and

response of the nucleus which is written in terms of the

self energy of the pion.

Calculations are made for the excitation spectrum of

the nucleus in the (p,A ) reaction, the proton energy

spectrum in the (p.p'n I reaction and several other

differential cross-sections. Many interesting features are

seen in these spectra. At 1 GeV beam energy though the

energy transfer is sufficient to produce a A in the nucleus

we do not observe any such excitation. A similar problem

exists for the < He.t) reaction at 1 GeV. We have shown

that the explanation to this behaviour lied in the

mis-match between the peak in the A-nuclear response and

the kinematics I Iy allowed region in the («,q) plane. The

above cross-sections calculated in klnematically different

situations should be useful to plan experiments in future,

(submitted to the University of Bombay for the Ph.D.

degree. 1993, by Nee Iima G. Kelkar.)
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DELTA EXCITATION III PROTON-PROTON
AND PROTON-NUCLEUS COLLISIONS

B.X.Jain and A.B.Santra

we have tried to understand the delta production mechanism in
proton-proton and proton-nucleus collisions. First a t-aatrix tor the
elementary process pp •* n«** is constructed using the one-pion exchange
potential for the transition interaction and including the effect of
elastic and other channels through optical potentials. The prediction of
this t-aatrix are compared with the experimental cross sections over a
wide energy range. In the Born approximation the t-Mtrix is also
constructed in quark model.

For use in the delta production reaction in nuclei, the t-aatrix
based on the one-pion potential is parametrised in a convenient form. This
parametrized t-aatrix (PTM) is coaplex. Its real part reseables the one-
pion exchange potential with reduced length parameters in the central as
well as tensor parts and a Landau-Higdal term in the central part.

The PTM is subsequently used to analyse the experimental data on
p(3He,t)A** and 8Li(p,A**)8He reactions in the single scattering
approximation. The experimental data are reproduced well.

In a collision process the delta may be excited in the target
nucleus or it may be excited in the projectile. A study of the relative
contribution of these two processes is itade.

The excitation of a nucleon to delta can also be initiated by the
exchange of a rho meson. He study the the role of rho exchange in charge
exchange reactions, namely p(n,p)n and p(p,n)A**. Comparision of the
calculated cross sections with the corresponding experimental data
indicates that, unlike the gNN coupling, the strength of the DNA coupling
could be much weaker.
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The effect of distortion is also studied fro* threshold to around 3
CeV beam energy in the (p,A**i reaction and at 1.5 CeV/c beam momentum in
the (p,na**) reaction. He use the partial wave method as well as the
eikonal approximation for a comparative study. It is found that the
distortion mainly reduces the magnitudes of the.cross sections in the
(p.6**) reaction without introducing any change in the shapes. In the
(p,n!\**) reaction, however, it changes the magnitude as well as the shape
of the neutron energy spectrum.

Using the relativistic Lagrangian for the >NN and wNA couplings,
uncertainties due to use of nonrelativistic static version of the Mi •» Na
potential in the study of the delta production in nuclei are also studied.



p(p,p,7T)n REACTION
Yuri Dorodnykh, B.K.Jain and A.B.Santra

This reaction has been well studied experimentally at LAHPF in a
complete kinematical situation with both polarised and unpolarised proton
beam of energy 800 NeV. The experimental data comprise d3o/dp'dD ,do * and
the analysing power A for various sets of outgoing proton and pion
angles.

We have tried to understand this reaction taking into account the
final state interaction. We visualize the intermediate state of the
reaction as shown in the figure. •

At the vertex 1, frost one of the incident protons, a virtual pion is
created. This, in turn, is scattered from the other proton and becomes a
reel pion at the vertex 2. The outgoing nucleons from the vertices 1 and 2
then rescatter at the vertex 3. This type of intermediate process is
known, in the literature, as the triangle diagram. We write the t-matrix
of this reaction using pion production amplitude at the vertex 1, t-matrix
of the pion nucleon scattering at the vertex 2, t-matrix for the NH
scattering at the vertex 3 and the propagators of the pion and nucleons.
We have neglected in this formalism, *.s is evident, the interaction of
pion with the nucleons in the final state. The complete calculation is yet
to be done, however, there are indications of considerable effect due to
final state interaction.
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JET QUENCHING IN DENSE MATTER WITH
EMC EFFECT

S. K. Chm-tigi nu<l S. K. Gupta
Nuclear Physics Division, Uhulilm Atomic Research Center,

fJomliay 400 085

The i|iicui'hing of hard jets in ultrarclalivislic nuclear collisions emphasizing the
reduction in I heir clingy loss in ii miark gliion plasma its compared to the hadronic
mailer has licen calculated liy (.'ynlassy and l'liiinri| 11. In A I A collisions at ̂ /.t 200
(!eV th<> reduction factor II in number uf hack to buck jets with y} -- i/2 -- 0 in the
central collisions as a function of dijet energy is given In

11(1-:,..,) ( I )

«/») a I T l l i r
'I In* runs

when1 A/',',(/-,$'i) mid A/•,',(!•, ,i
losses in tin* jet (•ni'i|.i,ii>s.

seel ion a,,{ /',',..») >^,"^(:i''.'i.()
liy sniiiiniiig over (he glnon ^luon, gln>nt qiiin k
ami quark «|ii;trk ji'ls. Ilic i|ii;inlilv «,, is coin
piitt-d using llit* slnictinc fnnclions Tot gluoiis
and <|iiiirks given liy Uukc and Owonsi'^l. It
is well established by tlie |-'M(' group thai the
structure functions fur gltinns and ifiiarks <ir<r
mollified in nuclei. I'Vaiikfnit, Strikniiin ami

Imve given the paiaiuetri/alion uf i.he
C effect for the tpiark and glimn structure

riiiiclimi ratios, liicorporiiting this inodilira
lion of Hie structure functions in Hie nuclei,
the reduction factor // lias been calculated us
ing the initial energy density of •*).•> CeV/fnr1

and the formation lime of I fm/c.
In the adjoining figure H as u finiclioii of mass number is plotted with and without

tlic KMC effect for two different ewrgy loss coeUicienlti. KQIKH - 0.1 would l>e
describing the effect in the case of IJCI' foiiuntiun. There is a further reduction in H
by a factor of two when the V.MV. effect is imluded.
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TRANSVERSE ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS IN
Au + Au COLLISIONS AT 10.7 A GeV

S. K. Gupta
Nuclear Physics Division, Dhabha Atomic Research Centre,

Bombay - 400 085

Recently E877 group has reported[l| transeverse energy spectrum with 10.7 A GeV
gold beam from AGS at BNL. A participant number mode) has been deve)oped[2j to de-
scribe the transverse energy distribution utilizing only one parameter c0 , ihe transverse
energy per participant. The transverse energy distribution is obtained by convohiting
over the number N of participants as

f(N,ET) cz -N + N) (1)

100 *

where X = JSrAo- N is calculated using the geometry as a function of the impact
parameter 6. Transverse energy cross sections are obtained by integrating over 6.

The calculations are shown in the adjoin-
ing figure. Agreement between the calculations
and the data is fair. From the mean traiisvn.se
energy in central collisions the total kinetic en-
ergy is estimated. The overlapping volumes is
calculating by using the average of the. inlial
and final Lorcntz contraction factors. The en-
ergy density is obtained by adding the nuclei m
rest mass contribution to the kinetic energy
and by using the Lorcntz contracted volume.
The table given below gives the relevant num-
bers for central collisions

System

28Si + Al
w A u +187 Au

Etntat

GeV
145.4
921.5

Total Kinetic
Energy emitted

GeV
51.9

400.5

7cn.

2.355
1.95

Volume/7,,,,

fm3

83
730

Energy
Density

GeV/fm3

1.235
1.051

Ay

0.49
0.C9

The shift Ay in rapidity is similar to the measured onej3) in the case of 28Si + Al system.
In conclusion Au + Au system has about ninefold increase in volume of the plasma

over the Si + Al system with 15 % reduction in the energy density.

References
[1] RHIC Bulletin Vol. Ill no. 2 July 1992 p. 2.

(2) II. Shanta and S. K. Gupta, Z. Phys. A338(1991) 183.

[3] S. Nagamiya, Quark Matter '91.
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QUASI-FREE DELTA PRODUCTION

Swapan Das, B.K. Jain and A.B. Santra

In the second generation of charge-exchange (p,n) reaction

in the region of delta production at KEK^j7the neutron is

detected in coincidence with various charged particles like it* ,

Pi »*PI PP.••••etc. The data have been collected on H and 12C

targets. We believe that all these channels are produced

through the initial quasi free processes, (p,nA), when the beam

proton interacts with a proton or a neutron in the nucleus and

converts it into A in the continuum. This process should

produce (p,n,[>n*) channel directly through the decay of Af + and

other channels through the interaction of A with the other

nucleon. We have analysed the experimental data when the

iteutron is detected in coincidence with a p and n* .

For a zero degree ejectile (n), the kinematics becomes

co-planner. Hence, the1 cross-section can be written as

where Z n l is the number of protons in the orbit nl. M(»„) is

the mass of the delta (recoil nucleus).
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Talcing one w—exchange potential for pN-nA transition,

The angular brackets around T,. denote the sun and average over

spins in the final and initial states. V(q,ui) is given by

ffNw

where q, ui and t are the momentum, energy and four momentum

transfer respectively. The coupling constants f M M and £ „. for
IT HW IT Wa

irNN and irlto vertices are taken equal to 1.009 and 2.156

respectively. The form factors F(t) at these vertices are taken

equal and described by the monopo.le form

where A is the cut off parameter. The values of A is taken
IT IT

1.2 GeV/c.

The transition density appearing in T-matrix is given by

where Ys(A-1)/A. The spatial wave function ip^Cr) is described

by the harmonic oscillator potential with it's length

parameter, b, equal to 1.64 fm.

For hydrogen target, the neutron spectrum is given by

Unlike nuclear target, p in this case is fixed by the

kinematics.
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The calculated results for 1 C and H targets along with

the experimental data are shown in the figure. The shapes of

the neutron momentum distribution are well reproduced in the

both cases. Since, the distortion of the continuum particles

has not been included, we have normalised the calculated

cross-sections to the peaks of the measured spectra. The

notnalisation factors for hydrogen and carbon targets are 2.4

and 75.5 respectively. After taking relativistic modification

through vertex correction, the reduction factor for carbon

target comes down to 22.6.

1. J.Chiba et
al Phys.Rev.
Lett.67(1091)
1982

Pn (GeV/c)
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AN EXACT SCATTERING DIFFERENTIAL CROSS-SECTION FORMULA
Zafar Ahmed, NPD, BARC, BOMBAY-85.

In two body scattering, the differential cross-
section formula (angular distribution) have been of
immense importance.. Rutherford-Coulomb scattering and
Aharnov-Bohm scattering ate the famous instances. The
rarity of exact cross-section formulae is inherited from
(1)-the separability of the Schrodinger equation in a co-
ordinate system for an arbitrary potential, (2)- the
analytic unsolvability of thus separated differential
equations, (3)-the asymptotic boundry condition imposed on
the scattering wave-functions. In this paper, we wish to
introduce an exact scattering differential cross-section
formula for a non-spherically symmetric potential

V(r,8) = Z)Z2e
2/r + p*(1+cosha cos8)/r2. (1)

First, using the Hamilton-Jacobi theory we derive the
incident and out^going wave-fronts, which is -instructive.
Then by solving th* Schrodinger equation in parabolic
cylindrical co-ordinates the asymptotic wave-fronts which
turn out to be coincident with the classical asymptotic
wave-fronts, we explain this coincidence in a general way.
Due to this coincidence the exact quantal differential
cross-section formula does not show any quantal effect.
This is like the Rutherford formula which holds classicaly
and quantum mechanically as well. We obtain

do/dQ = CB2 cosh2(a/2)/ <2E) + HZ^Z^2) / (2Z)

+ P sinh(a/2)//(2E)»2]/[4sin4{0/2)]. (2)

Unlike the pure Coulomb scattering, here it matters
whether or not the coulomb potential is attractive.
Generally, the instances of scattering from non-
spherically symmetric potentials are treated in the frame-
work of Coupled channels, numerically. However, in this
work, we have presented a tractable model for non-
spherically symmetric potential that admits an exact
differential cross-section formula. It may be remarked,
that the well-known Born and the distorted wave Born
approximation, though applicable, fail for this potential.
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE DOUBLE RING SHAPED NON-SPHERICALLY
SYMMETRIC POTENTIALS

Zafar Ahmed, NPD, BARC, BOMBAY-85.

Normalised wavefunctions, Exact energy eigen spectra,
expressions for shell degenracies and shell closer numbers
(magic nos.) of the non-spherically symmetric potential

V(r,6) - V, ( = 1/2 mu.2r2 or -e2/r ) + V?( = A/(r
2sin26M

+ V3(= B/(r
2cos28)). (1)

have been obtained. An intriguing feature of this
Hamiltonian is that by settilng B=0 (V =0) one does not
recover the full energy eigen spectra of the remainder
Hamiltonian K+V +V . Further, by setting A=0 (V, and
V =0) the well-known eigen spectra of V (harmonic
oscillator or hydrogen atom) is not recovered. Thin, we
attribute to thr. Klaudpr's phenomenon, due to which a
perturbation of the type V - x xe[-a,a], a > 2 can not
be switched orf without leaving AH imprint on the
remaining Hamiltonian. In fact., by switching off V (B=0)
the system passes over to a pseudo Hamiltonian wh.'ch is
not the same as K+V +V . It may be noted that V = B/z
where z=r cosQ, zt [-«•,»].

A special case of the;se non-spheric potentials i.e.,

V(r,6) - 1/2 n'«2r? t B/(r2cos*0). (2)

gives rise to an eneryy eiqen spectra,
E , - [21+2n+m+(1//«)/(1+4B)]hiu. For this non-
spnerically symmetric oscillator the degree of degenracy
for the N shpll (N 31 + 2n+m) turns out. to be

DN~[(N+2+rN)'-1]/4, where eN=[1+(-1)
N]/2 and the

shell rTo:-<.ir numbers we get are
2,4,10,16,28,40,b(),GO,110,140 182,224,280,336... . These
IKJS. arc nothing but the magic (neutrons) nos. for the
su[j>:r deformed m»:lin. It may be ncled that these nos.
havtf also been pr̂ dicfr-'id by the Nilsson model when the
deformation parameter, p- 0.6. It may be recalled that the
Nilsson moJel is not. solvable in l-he convenient: and the
natural co-ordinates i . f>. , (r,0,*), whereas the present
model is solvable. This yields a natural basis
w.tvefunctionii in (r,6,*) co-ordinates for the super
d''fornn!<i nuclei for the further perturbation calct.ilations.
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THE RUTHERFORD-COULOMB SCATTERING AMPLITUDE USING THE
COULOMB S-HATRIX

zafar Ahmed, NPD, BARC, BOMBAY-85.

The partial wave series of the Rutherford-Coulomb
scattering amplitude f (E,6) is known to be oscillating
type. This is the reason why despite knowing the Coulomb
S-matrix exactly one does not get the Rutherford-Coulomb
scattering amplitude from this partial wave series either
numerically or analytically. One, instead, takes resort to
the parabolic cylindrical co-ordinates to extract the
same; this is a higly special method which works only
exceptionally. In this work, we rigorously show that the
series for f (E,6) is uniformaly-absolutely convergent and
summable too, on multiplying by a factor (1-cosS) . Thus,
we present a direct, straightforward and a concise
derivation of the Rutherford-Coulomb scattering amplitude,
f (E,9). We show that

fC(E,O) «= (2ik)"1C(2l + 1)[exp(2i6Cl-1] P1(cosfl)

-<n./k)exp[-in(log<sin2<e/2)~260)]/(1-cose), (1)

where , exp(2i6c.) - r(l+1+in. )/T (1+1-in) and
r> «= 2nez/(hzk) . A

It may be re-emphasized that our proof is the only
instance to show analytically that by knowing the S-matrix
of a potential one can derive the other relevant
quantities of the quantal scattering. We have also
reviewed the rigorous algorithms developed by the other
authors to sum the partial wave scattering amplitudes
arising due to the long range interactions of the type,
V(r) * r"p.
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. DETERMINATION OF LEAD IN PETROL BY E.D.X.R.F.

H. N.Bajpai*, Madan Lai, D.Joseph ft P. K. Pat fa
Nuclear Physics Division, B. A. RrC. . Bombay- 4OO 0B5.

Analytical Chemistry Division

A rapid and multi element* method for the
determination of lead content in gasoline using energy
dispersive x-ray flubrescece technique CEDXRFD is
presented. Petrol, in which lead is stablised with iodine,
is micropipetted on dishes with mylar backing and
evapourated to drynesSgiinder an infra-red lamp. The sample
is excited using Pu source and PbLa x-rays measured
using a SIC Li "> detector. Recovery of lead is checked by
adding its known amount in some samples. The measurements
indicated lead level of about 30/ug per ml. of gasoline
sample collected from petrol pump in an area.
INTRODUCTION

(Jndoutedly lead, be It from the industry or automobile
exhaust, is the potentially toxic pollutant 'Causing damage
to the living being. The automobile exhaust alone
contributes more than 9O% of the lead in the air in urban
areas. It causes average lead accumulation in the human
being close to the level, jof lead poisoning. The risk is
maximum in the children .The problem of lead pollution
is growing worse as the octane number of petrol is being
increased and adding extra lead, in the form of tetraethyl
or tetramethyl lead, as an antiknock agent. Also with rate
of Increase in the use of cars, it is estimated that a lot
more of lead will be released in the urban areas. Thanks
to the awareness about this hazard, the efforts are now on
for some other antiknock agent and for that lead
tetraethyl^ tetramethyl is being replaced by methyl
tertiary butyl ether CMTBED.

In addition to lead added as an antiknock agent, it
is present in trace level concentration in the natural
petrol.

It Is important to know the lead amount present
in the petrol that is used, in the automobiles. The
methods proposed -for the determination of lead in petrol
are colorimetric.jnethods based on the reaction of lead
with dlthiozone '" .and spectrographic, polarographic c
differential pulse anodic stripping voltametry methods
The importance of lead requires strict sample preparation
methods. For that several decomposition techniques are
used which are mostly wt»t digestion of the sample with
HN HC1O4, HgSO^, etc. .
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In th* present study, we have employed the method of
decomposition of organic lead by iodina for the sample
preparation. The small amount of iodine aded to the petrol
fixes lead as iodide which does not evapcurate on drying
i t under the infra-red lamp. Known small volumes of
samples are taken and evapourated on the dish with mylar
backing which i s put under an infra-red lamp. In some
samples known amount of lead was also added as an internal
standard to see i t s recovery.
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The experimental setup employed cons i s t s of high
resolution SiCLi3 detector for detection of fluorescent
x-rays, a PC/XT based multichannel analyser for
acquisit ion & processing the data, and an annular lOmCi
Pu source for exc i t ing the sample.

A typical sample of SO ml petrol C Bharat refinery}
i s taken in a conical flask and 2O mg. of iodine i s added
to i t . The flask i s shaken thoroughly for total
disso lut ion of iodine in petrol . Aliquots of O.5. i .O,
2 .0 . 3 .0 ml. of th i s i s micro pipetted on the dishes with
mylar backing and dried under an infra-red lamp, tn two
aliquots IOO fjg of standard lead solut ion i s a l so added to
check the recovery of lead. The standard lead sample i s
prepared separetely.

First the standard lead sample i s run and peak area
of PbLci x-rays i s noted. The samples are run in similar
way and peak areas of PbLoi x-rays are obtained. The amount
of lead in the sample i s determined by correlating the
peak areas in the sample and the standard.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The resu l t s of analysis for the concentration of lead
in the petrol C Bharat Petrolium 3 are shown in the
Table-1.

Table-1

S. No.

1
2 .
3 .
4 .
S.

Sample,
ml .

1 . 0
l . O
2 . O
O.S+lOOpg Pb
3.O+lOO/jg Pb

Lead found.
M9-

33.0
31.0

60.0
11O.O
1S8.0

Lead in petrol.
pg/ml.

3 3
31

3 0
3 2
2 8

The results show consistency and reproducibility. The
amount of iodine added should not exceed more than 1 mg.
per ml of petrol. Zt should' be shaken thoroughly in a
stoppered conical flask and the aliquot* drawn
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immediately. The delay in drawing the aliquots will allow
the lead iodide to settle down. The excess of iodine
remains unreacted and settles down taking lead with it.
The method is simple, rapid and gives sufficiently
reliable results in a comparatively less time.

REFERENCES
1.Madan Lai, O.Joseph. R. K.Choudhury, H.N.Bajpai. Indu
Gauba, M. R. Lokeshwar, C.S.. Wagle: The science of total
environment, 1O3. 209C1991:>.
2. O. I. Mi 1ner; Analysis of petrolium for trace elements:
Pergamon Press, New York, 1963.
3. Robert A. Hoptader , O. I. Mi 1 ner , J.H. Russels, Editors;
Advances in Chemistry Vol.156.-Analysls of petrolium for
trace metals: American Chemical Society, Washington
D. C. . 1976.
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DETERMINATION OF METALLIC IMPURITIES IN CRUDft. Oil. RY

ENERGY DISPERSIVE X-RAY RAJORERCfc'NCE
P.K .Patra,Madan Lai ,H.N.Baj pai* and Daisy Jo&eph

Metallic impurities of V. Cr , Fe ,N1, Cu ,-Zr and Nb in
crude oil have been determined by Energy Dispersive X-ray
Fluoreacence(EDXRF) method using Cd10* as exlcitlng
source and high resolution lithium drifted silicon detec-
tor (Si(Li)). Three different samples of crude oil
(light, medium and heavy)from different geographical
locations namely of BADIN, DUBAI(Middle East) and BOMBAY
High(India)were obtained for analysis. Fe(41.0 ppm) is
found to be higher in BADIN aa compared to Dubai and Bom-
bay High. In all the three types of crude oil concentra-
tion of Cu la nearly same(20-27 pptn)and Zr is found to be
less than 1.0 ppm.

Determination of metallic impurities1-4 in crude oil
ia of prime importance in refineries because of the deac-
tivation of catalysts used in refining process resulting
in drop of yield of oil products.Unlike other methods of
analysis,EDXRF is a multielement and non-destructive
method of analysis with high detection sensitivity. It is
observed that Fe,Nl,Cu,2r and Nb arc present in all the
three types of crude oil. Fe and Cu are the only major
impurities in Bombay Hlgh(India).

The experimental system consists of a high resolu-
tion IU(Li) ']*t6ctor tor detection of eharaterlstlc X-
raya of elements excited by Cd'°* radiolsotope source.
The aampl* are prepaiod by microplppetlng 1.5ml each of
crude oil fiAmpIfta on nfrotched mylar fixed on Al rings
of 3.0cm inner diameter.The samples ar« dried at low tem-
perature un.der Infrared lamp.The weight of the dry crude
oil sample is employed for quantitative measuements.X-ray
spectrum of a typical sample of Dubai crude oil is shown
in Flg.l. The detail* of the method employed for quantl-
tive analysis of thin samples can be referred in our ear-
lier work."The results of trace element concentrations in
pom for th» three type* of crude oil are shown in Table
1.
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A non-destructive and rapid method of multielement
analysis for determination of trace element in any type
of crude oil in refineries is described.

REFERENCES
l.H.Kubo.R.Bernthal and
T.R.ttildeaan,Anal.Che«,50,899(1978)

2.L.H.Chrl*ten*en and A.Aeerbo,Anal.Chea,53,1788(1981)
3.R.U.Sander*, K.B.Olson,U.C.tfeiaer and K.K.Beilaon,
Anal.Chan.1911(1983)

4.S.Man*our,F.Abu-Degg«,29,511(1986)
B.Hadan Lai and R.K.Choudhury,Indian Journal of

Phya.6SB(l),
30-43(1991)

TABLE 1
Trace eleaent concentration* in Crude Oil

I Concentration*(dry vt) in pp«

El eiient*
•

V
Cr
Mn
Fe
Ni
Cu
Zr :
Nb

: BADIN
Middle East

HD(<3.0)
: ND(<2.0)

ND(<2.0)
41.0t2.0

ND(<1.4)
24.611.3

0.8410.25
1.810.3

DUBAI
Middle Eaat

5.813.4
2.9H.9
5.012.0
29.412.0
15.911.4
19.SH.0
0.410.2
3.910.2

BOMBAY High
India

ND(<3.0)
ND(<2.0)
ND(<2.0)
30.8 2.0
ND(<1.4)
27.0H.3
0.310.2
1.810.2

ND-Not detected,ppai-parte per Million
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A SENSITIVE METHOD FOR ANALYSIS OF RARE EARTH ELEMENTS
BY RAOIOISOTOPE EXCITED X-RAY FLUORESCENCE(XRF) EMPLOYING
HIGH PURITY GERMANIUM DETECTOR IN OPTIMISED GEOMETRY

Madan Lai,H.N.Bajpal*,Daisy Joseph and P.K.Patra
Nuclear Physics Division,Bhabha Atomic Research Centre

"Analytical Chemistry Diviaion

By employing1 X X-ray detection by S1(L1) detector
and excitation of rare earth elements by a disc source of
•"Am (100 mCi)detectlon limits In the range of 100-300
ng were obtained for the rare earth elements of 57<Z<69,
which were then found to be most sensitive*.By employing
HPGe detector and by minimising various contributions to
background, these detection limits have been further Im-
proved to obtain 20-50 rig for the elements of 57<Z<69.
The X-ray spectrometer consists of a HPGe detector of
I.OOmni'xlO mtn size giving an energy resolution of 170 ev
for •>. 9 Kev Mn K« X-raya.A SI (Li) detector of 30 i»niBx3 nun
SIZA and of the same energy resolution Is employed to com-
pare the detection sensitivity of the two typea of detec-
tors for rare earth elementa.A cylindrical shield of 5 mm
thickness with a central hole of 6 mm diameter- with a col-
lar to shield the detector from direct radiations of B*1Am
source Is mounted on the end cap of the detectors. Samples
of rare-earth mixture are prepared in solu-
tion.micropippetted and dried on a thin mylar she^t of a
sample holder.The distance between the sample and the
source- detector configuration is optimised to obtain best
signal to background ratio.

The advantage'1 of a side source geometry ov*r the an-
nular geometry is the shifts of the Compton scattered peak
And its tailing profile away from the X-ray pftaka of the
rare-earth elements and the Compton scattered background
intensity Is minimised by using the scattering angle of
90* in the side so-urce geometry. Since L X-rayo of high
atomic number materials do not interfere with the K X-ray
region of rare earth elements, the scattered intensity is
minimised by employing high Z material such as lead In
the collar of the central hole of the shield,the scatter
background froa its wall* to the detector is reduced. Due
to superior detection efficiency of HPGe detector over
Si(Li) detector for K X-rays of rare earth elements,the
higher count rate perfomance of HPGe detector provides
better detection sensitivity. Further, by shielding the
outer part of the sensitive region of the HPGe detector by
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2.0 M,the Incomplete charge collection froe. the
peripheral region la reduced,therby giving leas tailing
background.Theae factor* have contributed to obtain oetter
signal to background resulting in laproved ainlaua detec-
tion Halts for the eleaenta of the rare earth region.
Fig.I shows the results of the. ainlaua detection
limite(HDL)ln nanograas obtained for the rare earth ele-
ments 57<Z<69 for HPGe" detector as compared to
Si(Ll)detector in aside source geoaetry for counting tiae
of one hour.Table 1 gives the results obtained for alniaua
detection Halt values of each of the rare earth eleaents
in annular and side source geoaetries for S1(L1) and HPGe
detectors for a counting tia* of one hour.

REFERENCES

1. M.Lai, R.K.Choudhury and R.tl.Agarval, X-Ray
Spectrometry 16.239(1987)

2. A.A.Andrzej and E.Van.Grieken, Anal.Chea 60. 28R(1988)

Table 1. Hininua detection liaits(in ng)

Side source geoaetry
Z Element Si(Li) HPGe

57
58

60

62

63

65

66

67

69

La
Ce

Nd
Sa
Eu
Tb

Dy

Ho
Tm

38
36

34

36

76

64
67

95
161

27
30

20

25
30

20

28

52
39

Annular
Si(Li)

77.5
105

110

185

225

345

400

ND
NO

geoaetry
HPGe

55

57.5
72.5
82.5
110

52.5
82.5
ND
ND

ND-Not detected
MDL=*N»/N»- where
N»=No of counts in the background
N,=No of counts under the peak per unit concentration
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RARE EARTH ELEMENT SAMPLES
ON MYLAR (6microns) BACKING
IN SIDE SOURCE GEOMETRY
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RAPID ANALYSIS OF TRACE ELEMENTS IN COAL AND
FLYASH BY ENERGY DISPERSIVE X-RAY FLUORESCENCE
Madan Lai,P.K.Patr«aDaley Joseph.H.N.Bajpal*

Nuclear PHhyaica Division,Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre,Trombay,Bombay-85.
P.J.Jojo and Sajendra Prasad

D«pt. Of Applied Phyalcs.Z.H.College Of Engineering
and Tech. Allgarh Muslim University,Allgarh.

Trace element concentrations of coal and flyash
samples collected fro* power stations of PARICHHA and
KASIHPURCA & B)in U.P have been analysed by Energy Dis-
persive X-ray Fluorescence(EDXRF) employing Si(Li) detec-
tor and Cd1°* and Am*41 as exciting sources.These
samples were ground and pelleted to form thin samples for
X-ray analysis.The concentrations of elements
Ti,Fe.Ni,Cu,Zn.Ga,A3,Rb,Zr,Nb,Ho,Ba,La and Ce detected in
coel and flyash were determined.The average concentra-.
tions of all the- elements were found to be. 2-7 times
higher in coal as compared to flyash except that of Rb.

The experimental setup consists of a lithium drifted
Si(Li) detector employing Cd<o* and A*«41

as exeitingsourcea.The samples of coal were ground to
fine powder and pelleted.In .case of flyash
samples.cellulose powder was mixed in equal proportion
with the samplesbefbre pelleting.For quantitative
analysis of these samples the details of method
employed are given in our earlier work.sFlg.l shows x-ray
spectrum of a typical sample of flyash excited by Cd'°*
raclioisotope source.Quantitative results of analysis of
all the samples are given in Table.1.

TABLE-1
Concentration+Error(in ppm*) of coal and flyash samples

I coal samples flyash samples
Elements I

|1 2 3 4 S 6 7 1 2 3

Ti .79% .9% .47% .44% .42% .48% .24% 405..15% 714
£320 .±428 £116 £162 £143 £128 £167 ±132 £141 ±86

Fe 1.5% 1.3% .97% .84% 1.4% 1.1% 1.8% .75% .54% 1.2%
£72 ±82 ±43 ±43 ±52 ±45 ±59 ±64 ±57 ±22

Ni ND 17 12 2 19 11 ND ND 7 ND
<5 ±17 ±4 ±5 ±8 8 <6 <12 ±7 <12

Cu 42 90 46 41 67 50 208 33 41 S3
£14 ±18 ±9 ±8 ±9 ±8 £11 ±17 ±19 ±14
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Zn 19
HO

Ga 42
19

As 19
16

Rb 50
±3

Sr 182
14

Zr 267
14

Nb 19
±2

Ho 38
13

Ba 6.4%

11614 H91 ±694 1652 ±630 15S6 1922H489 H546 ±1809
La 3.0% 8.1% 3.0% 3.9% 2.3% 3.8* 4.1% 3.9% 5.3% 2.4%

H204 «1204 1570 15231493 1484 172SH100 ±1223 H34O
Ce 3.4% 3.1% 1.7% 3.0% 2.1% 1.5* 2.5% 2.9% 3.0% 3.8%

1900 H20S 1368 1388 1348 1319 1499 1845 1884 H044
•except where % is specified
A netticd for rap Id, Multielement and non-

destructiveanalysis of coal and flyash by radioiootopic
X-ray fluorescence is described.The detection sensitivity
of a few ppm for most of the elements can be achieved by
this method.
REFERENCES
1.Scott Sehlorholtz and Turgut Denirel,Adv.in X-ray
Analysis,30,251(1987)

2.Bill C.Pearce.John U.F.H111 and Ian
Kerry,Analyst,115(11),1397-1403(1990)

S.H.BettineJLli and P .Taina,X-ray spectr. , 19, 227-232(1990)
4.Hadan Lai,R.K.Choudhury,D.Joseph,H.N.Bajpai and
C.S.P.Iyer.J.Rad1oanal.Hucl.Chmm.Letters,137(2),127
-133(989)
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A POSITION SENSITIVE IONISATION CHAMBER FOR HEAVY ION5

D.C. Biswas, V.S. Aabekar, B.V. Dinesh, L.M. Pant

and R.K. Choudhury

Nuclear Physics Division, B.A.R.C, Bombay-400085

Gas detectors are extensively used in the past for heavy ion

reaction studies due to their several advantages such as ver-

satility in construction and immunity to radiation damage. Gas

ionisation chambers offer good resolution for mass, charge and

energy measurements of heavy ions over a large dynamic range. He

report here the performance of a position sensitive AEeas-Eg«s

ionisation chamber which has been developed for measuring fission

fragments over a large angular range in heavy ion reactions. A

schematic diagram of the detector electrode assembly is shown in

fig.l. The detector is of trapezoidal shape and has a cathode,

Frisch grid and split anode all having trapezoidal shape and

mounted at suitable separations supported by teflon rods and

spacers. The entrance window dimension is 42mmxl2mm and the an-

gular coverage of the detector is 30 deg for target mounted at 85

mm from the window. The angle in the reaction plane is measured

by dividing the AE anode into two segments such that the average

dE/dx in both the segments are almost equal for the central

trajectoryffig.2). Particles at any other angles lose energies in

AEi and AE2 segments proportional to the path lengths. The quan-

tity x=(AE2-AEi )/(&E2+AEi ) is proportional to the particle posi-

tion and is related to the scattering angle of the particles.

Fig.3 shows a scatter plot of the AEi vs AE2 for 252Cf fission

fragments obtained for a mask having five slits each of lmm width

and having 5mm separation between two consequtive slits. The

position information was obtained from the x distribution as

defined above and is plotted in fig.4. The average position

resolution (FWHM) is about 1.5 mm corresponding to 1.5 deg in the

angular resolution. The detector was used for measuring fission

fragments in heavy ion induced reaction studies and is found
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suitable for low count experiments because of large solid angle

coverage(~70 mSr). A two dimensional plot of AE(=dEi+AE2) vs E is

shown in fig.5 and shows clear separation of fission fragments

from projectile-like particles in i«B+2 3 2Th reaction at 60 MeV.

nod*

Alii

CQlhodt

Scliemulic diagram of diclrodt assembly in
Position Sensitive lanisation Chambec

. 2 AHODE PLATE
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STUDIES OH A NSW KIND Of ACCELERATOR BASED,NON-

RADIOACTIVE, 3 MW NUCLEAR POWER SOURCE.

Arvind Jain

The fusion reaction 'Be + D — > p • <He + 16.36

MeV used in the "MIGMA" fusion reactor, where the end

products are finally hydrogen and helium gases, offers an

alternative and easily acceptable route to non-radioactive

aneutronic nuclear power and merits a detailed study. The

Migma is basically an ion storage device where the ions

are injected from an accelerator into a magnet. In each

revolution ,the ions pass through the magnet centre and

have headon collisions,leading to fusion conditions,

A large number of shortcomings exist if the MIGMA is

to be used as a fusion reactor in the megawatt

range.During the last few years ,a theoretical study

programme was undertaken on the MIGMA where these short-

comings have, been sought to be removed by proposing some

new ideas and concepts.A series of papers have been pub-

lished and submitted for publication in Nuclear Instru-

ments & Methods outlining these theoretical studies.

A summary of four papers published and submitted

for publication to Nuclear Instruments & Methods is listed

below:

In the first paper,"Injector requirements and Radial

Magnet Condition for a Steady State MIGMA [HIM

A323(1992)671],the relationship between the basic

parameters of the Migma have been discussed for the first

time and the concept of a "steady state" fusion reactor

has been proposed; it has been shown analytically that a

complete burnup of the fuel in the Migma can be achieved
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if the radius of the ring magnet is properly matched with

the average injector beam current.The condition for a

steady state operation has been derived which ensures a

complete fuel burnup.

In the second paper,"Recirculation Injection for

Ionic Strippers" [NIM A316(1992)391J the problem of beam

injection and capture into the magnet has been dis-

cussed. It was known that the capture efficiency of the in-

jected beam is very small, leading to a large loss of

fuel.In this paper the problem has been solved by propos-

ing "recirculation injection",i.e a method of bringing

back the non-captured beam and reinjecting into the naff-

net. This will enhance the fuel and power efficiency by ons

to several orders of magnitude.This makes a significant

difference between a theoretical anu a practical device.

In a third paper "Orbit Stability in the Steady

State Migma" [accepted for publication in Nucl.Instr.&

Methods .Section A.in press.] the stability of the orbits

has been investigated in the Migma.The ions make several

million revolutions before fusion occurs and it is neces-

sary that the ion motion is stable in both the radial and

vertical planes.Both the motions have been discussed in

detail in this paper.An expression has been derived for

the radial betatron oscillation frequency in the ring mag-

net. The spaca charge limit for the ion density achievable

has been obtained by orbit integration.

Finally,a fourth paper "The Diamagnetic Current

Limit in a Steady State MIGMA" [ submitted to NIM, Section

A] deals with the problem of the dianagnetic fiald

produced by the circulating ions.This field opposes the

main guiding field* and sets a limit to the number of In-

jected ions and hence the power level of the machine. It

has been shown in this paper that in a practical device.

the diamagnetic limit is one order of magnitude smaller
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than that required and if the HIGHA is to work «t all In

the magawatt range,Methods Must be devised to overcome

this diamagnetic current Halt.In this paper It has been

suggested that "correction coils " can be used to cancel

the diamagnetic field. Calculations have been don* with

the magnet code POISSOtt and it has been shown that the

diamagnetic current limit can be increased by the required

one order of magnitude.

To summarize, prior to 1990,a large number of short-

comings existed if the Higma was to be used as a fusion

reactor in the megawatt range;in the present study .most

of these shortcomings have been sought to be overcome with

the new concepts proposed. The present studies indicate

that a 3 MW fusion reactor based on the MIGMA concept may

become leasable within a few years. In fact , a detaMed

design of a 3 MW reactor has been discussed in the

papers.It is expected that these studies will eventually

lead to a clean source of nuclear power in the future in

the 100 MW range in the operation of which no net radioac-

tivity is produced.
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TEST RESULTS ON THE PERFORMANCE OF LARGE AREA POSITION SEN-

SITIVE IONIZATION CHAMBER.

B.V.Dinesh, V.S.Ambekar, L.M.Pant. D.C.Biswas. A.Saxena.

R.K.Choudhurr and D.M.Hadkarni

One of the user facilities which has been developed at

the BARC-TIFR pelletrcn accelerator laboratory Is the large

area position sensitive ionlzation chamber. The detector

design and assembly details have been Mentioned in ref.l. The

detector was commissioned and off-line tests were carried out

using 2 " A n & zaspti and ***Cf source. These test results

have been reported in ref.2.

The objective of this experiment was to study the frag*

pcut emission in l2S +27Ai reaction. The incident bean

energies are 120 and 130 Mev in the lab system.The ionization

chamber covered an angular range of 45 deg to 63 deg. The sig-

nals from the collectors, ©-grid and drift tiae of collector

pulses were recorded. A solid state detector telescope was

mounted in the scattering chaaber for comparative analysis of

the data. Six parameter data corresponding to four split

anodes, and the TAC outputs for 8-grid delayline and drift

time for collector pulse formation were recorded event by

event.

The detector was operated at a pressure of about 60

mbar. The detector was isolated from scattering chamber by a

thin aylar foil of about 12 micron thick.

The online display of .the two dimensional spectra of
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anode 3 and 4 (fig.l.) indicates good Z resolution up to Z=18

pr..<lii'--;il in i.lio above reaction. The 0 and ̂  spectra are shoHn

in l"i«:;. i'« In those spectra one can notice the structures
r

<:.-iiusecl l>y the thin aluminium slips which support the thin win-

dow. The further detailed analysis of the data is in progress.

REFREHCES:

DU.R.iJ.Murthy etal.Nucl.synp(DAE)Dec.30A.p348,198?

2)S.R.S.Murthy etal.Nuci.symo(DAE)Dec.34B,p431.1991
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FABRICATION OF A LARGE AREA NE-213 SCINTILLATION

DETECTOR FOR NEUTRON MEASUREMENTS

L.M.Pant,B.R.Ballal,A.Saxena,B.V.Dinesh,B.K.Nayak

and R.K.Choudhury.

The problem of detecting fast neutrons in the

presence of fawn ray background is important in Many

nuclear physics experiments. The liquid organic scintil-

lator (NE-213 or equivalent) is useful in discriminating

neutrons from gaaaa rays by utilising the difference in

the time behaviour of the light emission in the interac-

tion process of different types of radiations.' The fast

component has a decay constant of about 3 nsec and the

slow component has a decay time of a few tens of

nanoseconds. For our work on fast neutron Measurements,

we hav fabricated a number of NE 213 based liquid scin-

tillation detectors. The fabrication details and perfor-

mance of these detectors are given in the following.

Fig.1 shows the schematic diagram of the detector

assembly. An aluminium vessel of internal diameter of 5

inches and 2.inches deep was used to provide an active

volume for the liquid scintillator. The inside walls of

the aluminium vessel were painted with a commercial

white paint, NE-561 (titanium dioxide). The scintillator

liquid was filled in the vessel in an inert dry nitrogen

atmosphere. Dry nitrogen gas was bubbled through the

scintillator for sixteen hours in order to remove traces

of captured oxygen. The vessel was then covered from the
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top with a borosilicate glass window. Th« quality of ti»

window material was selected to achieve maximum trans-

mission of light through it. A snail bubble was left in

the active volume of the scintillator to accomodate for

thermal expansion of the liquid due to . temperature

variations. A porspex light guide with refractive index

of 1.49, in the form of a cone was mounted over the

borosilicate plate. The outside surfacs of the cone is

also painted white and covered with a layer of

aluminised mylar to increase the reflectivity. The light

guide is coupled to a 2 inch photomu1tiplier tube. The

wavelength of maximum emission from the scintillator is

at 425 nm and matches fairly well with the maximum

spectral sensitivity of the FMT at 400 nm. The pulse is

collectd at the anode and the rise time of the pulses

with i37Cs gamma rays was seen to be about 4

nanoseconds.

The detector was tested using a 2S2Cf source.

Fig.2 shows a 2D plot of pulse shape discrimination sig-

nal from TAC versus pulse height from the neutron

detector. The plot shows neutron band separated from the

gamma band and the separation increases for higher pulse

heights. The detector was used for the measurement of

neutron time of flight (TOF) spectrum using a ***Cf

fission source. The fission fragments were detected by a

surface barrier detector mounted close to the source and

provided the start pulse. The NE-213 detector was kept

at a distance of 30 cm. for measuring the neutrons

emitted in the fission process. The time of flight was

derived using a TAC, with the start pulse from the fis-
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•ion detector and the atop pules from the neutron detec-

tor. The tiae of flight spectrua Is shown In flff.3. Th«

tiae resolution as Measured f roa -the FffHH of the ffaaaa

peak is approxiaateljr 5 nanoseconds. The neutron peak to

valley ratio is found to be 3.6. The TOF spectrua in

conjunction with the P6D information, can be used to

separate neutrons from gaaaa rays over a large energy
. . •*

ranee. The detector is planned to be used in experiaonts

on neutron emission in the heavy ion induced experiaents

at the pelletron acclerator.
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SEPARATOR FOR HEAVY RECOIL IONS

P. Singh, M.G. Betigeri, A. Shrivastava, R.V. Patkar.

M.L. Jhingan*. S. Nagaraj* and H.C. Jain* (*TIFR)

The dipole magnet of SHRI (Separator for Heavy Recoil

Ions) has been fabricated, assembled and is currently

undergoing tests. The Magnet is fabricated from low carbon

steel to ensure high permeability so that uniform field nay be

realized as the mass resolution depends on this. In order to

get uniform magnetization of the iron inside the pole pieces

the edges of the pole pieces have been given the Rogowski's

profile. The field uniformity also depends on the uniformity

of the pole gap. The parallelism of the pole faces has been

measured to be better than 100 micron.

The coils have been fabricated using hollow copper tubes

of square cross section (12nm x 12an ) with a central hole of

dia 8 mm, and having 242 turns. The total resistance of the

coils is 0.135 ohm.

The field mapping /I/ of the magnet has been done in the

dispersive plane. Typical field distribution along X-X' and

Y-Y' axes marked in Fig.l are shown in Fig.2. The field

mapping has been done using Hall probe capable of measuring

field values to an accuracy of 0.1%. The field values confirm

to the calculations based on NI. Further tests regarding rise

in temperature at high currents, homogenuity of field

measurements using NMR probe,etc., are being carried out

before installation of the magnet in the beam line. A current

stabilized (30ppm) 70 V. 500 Amp for the 40-deg. magnetic

dipole has been built at TPP1D and is being tested.

The vacuum chamber for the dipole magnet fabricated in the
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Cantrsl Workshops using stainles* at««l (304 grade) haul bean.

tested for vacuum. All the vacuum systems required for the

recoil mass spectroneter have been procured.

Fabrication of one of the electric dipole and its vacuua

chamber is nearing completion at Central Workshops. The

electrodes inside the electric dipole chamber are to be

mounted on ceramic Insulator posts. For stable mounting on the

base of the chamber the ceramic posts need to be metallised.

Metallising of one ceramic post has been completed at SAMIR.

/I/ P. Singh et al., Nucl.Phys. Symp.(India) £££,456 (1992)

Ei&JL.
TOP VIEW OF THE MAGNET

FIELD ALONG X-X

60 -40 -20 0 20 60 60 -40 -20 0 20 40
DISTANCE FROM CENTER OF THE MAGNETfcms)
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DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM WITH TRANSPUTERS

A.ChatterJee, A.k.Jethra* and M.D.Ghodgaonkar*.
* Electronics Division, 3ARC

A new data acquisition system for Pelletron experiments has

been developed. The system is based on CAMAC as the front end

and employs two transputers in conjunction wi'th a PC-386. .

The earlier CAMAC data acquisition system for Pelletron

experiments, employing the cc-3 crate contoller (1), has been

described elsewhere (2,3). The motivation for the new system

design was to achieve higher throughput by employing

distributed processing and to provide much larger memory for

Iwu-dimensional spectra than possible with the existing

system.

Hardware TeaLures

The system includes two INMOS T800 transputers configured as

two separate units. The first processor is configured as a

single width CAMAC module. TCPU. It is linked to a general

purpose crate controller GPCC (&}• The detector signals in the

experiment are digitised by CAMAC modules and read by the GPCC

under CAMAC control. The transputer module, TCPU acquires the

data in two list-buffers alternately. A memory of 2MB is

provided on this board. This processor is dedicated to the

task of acquiring list-buffers with (optional)

zero-suppression. The data buffers are simultaneously

transmitted over two parallel paths, one directly to the

PC-386. and another to a second T8OO transputer.

The second transputer is con figured as -a PC add-on card.
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MIST-CPU and provided with 16MB RAM. This processor is

dedicated to the task of building one- and two-dimensional

spectra. The memory available Is much larger than any of the

existing systems (416KB In ACM 2). 2MB in the HP-card system).

The PC-386 has, as its main task, the Job of, writing the list

mode data on the disk. The list-buffers are. obtained from the

TCPU module via PC-LINK, a PC-add on card with DMA. The PC

also communicates with the HIST-CPU card and displays spectra

on-line. A user interface is provided to select options prior

to starting acquisition and to manipulate displayed spectra

during acquisition.

Software

The software is developed as three independent programs for

the tin (!(• processors. The program for ttie TCPU Is written In

the OCCAM parallel processing language, which is best suited

for optimization of time critical tasks on the transputer. The

spectrum building program on the HIST-CPU transputer is

written in the high level language Parallel-C which was

prefered for its ease of dynamic memory allocation, a useful

feature for spectra building. The program on the PC-386 was

developed using Borland C++. it includes an interrupt handler

fur loualtiu t lie data to the disk. The program Is designed so

that almost all user interaction is by means of the mouse.

While starting acquisition, the two transputer programs are

downloaded from the PC. During acquisition the PC has only the

critical task- of writing data to disk, which being interrupt

driven runs at a higher priority. Display updates and user

manipulation do not cause holdups as in the case of the
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ex1sting'CAMAC system.

Performance

with 32 parameters at 4K events/sec, <128K parameters/sec) the

system can build upto 33 one-dimensional spectra or 20

two-dimensional spectra or 12 of each, when list-mode is off.

with list-mode on, . there Is practically no overhead for

spectra building since this Job has a dedicated processor.

However, the system throughput becomes Halted by the PC DMA

access and disk speed. The limiting speed has been measured as

64K parameters/sec on a PC-286 and Is expected to be somewhat

higher on the PC-386 with SCSI disk controller.

Present Status

The system is currently being tested on a PC-386 located at

the Polletron. some (relatively minor) problems are being

sorted out.

Keferences •

(1) a.N.Khare. M.D.Ghodgaonkar and B.R.Bairi,

Report BARC/1991/E/007.

(2) A. Chattier jee.

Report BAKC/I-1O14 (1990).

(3) A.Chatterjee et al.

DAE symp. Nucl. Phys. 1990.
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SOPERCONDOCTING LINAC BOOSTER

B. Srinivasan and N.M. Thakur

Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Bombay-400085

R.G. Pillay and H.B. Kurup

Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Bonbay-400005

Superconducting Resonator performance»

During the year, several modifications have been

carried out in the lead plating procedure in order to

improve the superconducting performance of Quarter Have

Resonators(QWR). The main modifications carried out are

with respect to better surface preparation prior to lead

plating and improved drying sequence after passivating the

lead surfaced).

A QWR procurred from University of Washington,

Seattle was lead plated and tested for its superconducting

performance at liquid Helium temperature. We measured a
D

low field Q of 1.5 *10 and an accelerating field of 3MV/m

with a power dissipation of 7W(figl).

The second QWR fabricated at CWS, BARC wac also lead

plated. After lead plating it was found that there was a

small blow hole(material defect) on the central conductor

close to the shorting plate at the high current end. This

blow hole was found to absorb the acid used for plating

and, the absorbed acid spreads spoiling the lead surface

when stored under vacuum The defect was enlarged in order

to drain out the acid after plating. After several trials

we managed to obtain a plating in which there was no

damage to the plated lead. However, the depth of the hole

did not have lead cover. TLis plated resonator was cooled

to 4K and a low field Q of 6*10 was measured and a field

of 1.5MV/m with a power dissipation of 8W.
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An RF controller made by ELD, BARC was also tested

during these last two runs with the help of Shri. Gopal

Joshi of ELO, BARC. It's phase and amplitude lock

characteristics have been studied. Efforts are also on to

fabricate a control circuit in which the complex-phase

modulators are designed using discrete components.

Resonator Fabrication.

Eight QWR's are in an advanced stage of fabrication

at CWS, BARC.. The weld joint between the outer can and

the center conductor of the QWR has been modified to

include a backing ring to eliminate the cosmetic weld. Xn

order to eliminate the effects of stray magnetic fields it

is necessary to have the electron gun fixed and the job

rotating while the welding i? being done. Necessary

rotary fixtures to achieve this <ind also tools to machine

off the backing ring after wplding have been fabricated.

Welding trials in order to qualify the various fixtures

will be carried out shortly.

Superbuncher cryontat

The superbuncher cryostat has been assembled and

tested for its leak tightness at room temperature and

liquid nitrogen temperature. No leaks have been observed.

The standing heat loss on the liquid Helium circuit has

been measured to be less than 1W, which is acceptable.

Modular Helium Cryostat

The fabrication of the cryostat is in an advanced

stage at H/S. IBP Co.Ltd., Nasik. The Bain components

viz., outer hull, liquid Helium tank, liquid nitrogen

tank, cold shield etc. are ready<fig2). Testing of the

cryostat is to be undertaken shortly.
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LIlfAC Beam Line

The LINAC bean line layout upto two nodules has been

prepared and efforts initiated for procurring the

necessary components. An RP sweeper/corrector systea to

sweep away the dark current between nanosecond bunches

from the Pelletron has been designed*2>.

Heliu» Liquefier

A Helium gas storage tank of storage capacity 15a »

operating pressure 18 bar, has been installed on top of

the LINAC hall. The approval of the design, fabrication

and testing of the tank was done in consultation with

Shri.P.V. Bhagwat of Pelletron Accelerator Facility, who

also designed and installed the tank support structure.

Various plumbing operations required in order to operate

the liguefier have also been taken up.

I) 10

fig 1. Q va B for QHR fig 2. Modular Heliust Cryostat
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FOLDED TANDEM ION ACCELERATOR

Bhatla M.S..Choudhury R.K.,Eswaran «.A..Hattangadi V.A.

Kailas S. and Kerefcatte S.S.

The 5.5 MV Van de Graaff Accelerator has completed over

30 years since its inauguration in 1962. Th» research papers

based on the experi«ents done with this accelerator and pub-

lished In refereed journals, indicate the extensive utilisa-

tion of this accelerator IBARC Report 1-903. 1987). The ac-

celerator tube, at present, is unable to support voltages

higher than AHV, thus liaiting its usefulness. Disvuiisfens

were held in the Division regarding the options available for

the upgradation of this accelerator. The aiM was to create a

more versatile Machine of higher energy, capable of giving

useful currents of a wide range of light and heavy ion beaas.

A detailed examination of all aspectu, such as the cost-

effective utilisation of the existing infrastructure, coaple-

tion within a reasonable time fraae of 2 to 3 years and the

availability of inhouse expertise and knbwhow, has led to the

idea of upgrading the present single-ended 5 MV accelerator to

a 7 MV folded tandem accelerator, with its two accelerator

tubes and 180° bending magnet, mounted inside the present

tank. The upgradation is found to be a feasible and very at-

tractive proposition. Such a Machine would be capable of

giving useful beams of heavy ions, e.g. Chlorlne-37 upto 70

MeV and would be useabl« for research in both pure and applied

fields of physics. Also this accelerator would coMpleMent the

existing Pelletron accelerator at voltages below 7 MV. The

proposal for upgradation is therefore favoured and a project

report is under preparation.
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(he 14 UD PeJletron accelerator lias b**n perforating
reasonably sat i si actor i Jy during the year. Nearly ,3060
hrs. of beam time was. mads available tor the user groups.

In* time break up of ut i l izat ion for tlie period under
report is as follows:

Bmmm available for experiment* t 161 days
Corrective mmint^nancm t /U days
Preventive maintenance t S/ days
Conditioning of the accelerator
tube and beam tuning i SO days
rime for SI-6 gas transfer
during tank openings s 11 days
lime lost due to tank sparks,
mains glitches etc - * 6 days

the corrective maintenance work was confined to
mostly inside the tank, although ttie alignment of Lite Low
Energy beam tube accounts for a substantial fraction of
the maintenance time. During the year the tank was opened
eleven times for corrective and preventive Maintenance.
I he main reasons fur' tank openings may be summarized as
follows:

1. Rewinding the drive motor of the SH6 reci r tula tor ,
which was burnt due to overloading.

2. For replacing the fibre-optic light links which
were found damaged due to sparking.

5. For repairs and servicing of the foi l changer.
4. la replace brolen nylon shorting rods.

R.f-. Ear Liu rig all ip~ have- been installed both at Low
Energy and High trier g>. t-rxJs of the II.V. Column, as m
preventive measure to minimise spark damage of fibreoptic
cables and other components in the caiumit. I he
misalignment of the sti ipper foi l band with respect to the
opening m the housirig caused breakage of many a carbon
foi ls , llns lias since been corrected and the band has been
re-tensioried so as to position the foi ls proper ly in the
path of the beam. (here were also some f aui Ls in the
electronic control and readout circuits, and have been
recti f ted.

I lie realignment of the luw energy beam Itnm from tha
ion source to the accelerator tank top has been carried
out to improve the ion beam transmission through the
accelerator.
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Ouring one of the runs, the second foil stripper wai
successfully tried and charge states 9+, 10+ and 11+ for
anSi beam were obtained.

A terminal voltage of 14.04 11V was attained and
maintained steady for an hour.

Our efforts -to get the beam line components
fabricated and assembled indigenously have culminated in
the fabrication and assembly of a Beam Profile monitor and
ten pneumatically controlled high power Faraday cups. A
BPM pre-amplifier has also been wired and tested in the
Electronics Laboratory of the Pelletron. The tank circuit
coils required for the ion beam sweeper have been designed
and fabricated locally. They operate at 4.687 and 2.343
MHz, corresponding to the 100 nsec and 200 nsec range for
the beam pulsing system. The Q value of the coils was
measured and found to be nm»r about the required value of
700.

A standby NMR Baussmeter procured from DRUSCH(France)
has been installed in the two was analysing magnet with
four sets of probes covering a field range of 800 gauss to
16KG with pre-amplifiers and a multiplexing switch.

A new temperature controller has been installed in
the chilled water line of the coolant water system in the
Beam hall. This consists of a two—way solenoid valve,
which, operated in conjunction with a thermostat, enables
the automatic control of the coolant water temperature
within a pre-set range of temperature. A similar
temperature controller will be installed in the other
coolant water unit for the injector system.

A"Split air-conditioner" system, has been installed
for the Control room, Counting room and the 8 meters-level
of the tower block where CAMAC crates atrm installed. This
system is meant to augment the present air— contioning
system during the normal course and ensure a minimum level
of air conditioning during minor breakdowns of the main
plant.

A radiation shielding wall has been built in the
tunnel on the LINAC side to facilitate the assembly work
connected with the phase-II programme in the LINAC hall
even when the beam is 'on'.
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